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John Gilbert says:— 

"The more time I spent in 

discussing the Garrard 
Magazine Tape Deck the 

more I am convinced that 

its conception and 

engineering make it an ideal 

basis for a family tape 
recorder". 
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MAGAZINE - RETAIL PRICE REDUCTIONS 

ITEM Old Price NEW PRICE 
LOADED MAGAZINE CONTAINING 650' 
DOUBLE PLAY TAPE £T 17 ■ 6 £1 13-4 

MAGAZINE ONLY WITH 1 EMPTY SPOOL 8 • 3 8 -0 
TEEL OF 650' DOUBLE PLAY TAPE £1 -T-S £1 •40 

EMPTY 4 SPOOL 3 • 6 3 • 3 

System Is SmD e. 

THE GARRARD ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD. NEWCASTLE STREET., SWINDON, WILTS. 
Telephone: Swindon 5381 Telex 44-271 
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has expanded 

its previous limited 

production of its famous 

pre-recorded tapes 

for two years our limited production facilities obliged us to concentrate 
our efforts on filling export orders. A limited supply indeed of saga tape 
records were able to reach the home market, at last, our new equipment 
has enabled us to expand both our catalogue and our supply and you may 
now order saga tape records from your nearest retailer. Use the coupon 
below to obtain our new expanded catalogue only if you have difficulty in 
obtaining copies from your local retailer. 
saga pre-recorded tapes are the most accepted line of tape-records in the 
Commonwealth. They are issued at both i.p.s. and 7ii.p.s; both in mono 
and stereo. All saga pre-recorded tapes are packaged in pictorial boxes. 
They are unconditionally guaranteed. Our copying techniques are unexcelled, 
and, of course, we use scotch brand tape exclusively. 

Ask for 

SAGA SOUND 
127 KENSAL ROAD 
LONDON W.10 

a 
'/y-rS-rVt 

•■3 
T- 
V 

m. 

0«@A 

SAGA SOUND, 

127 KENSAL ROAD, LONDON W.10 

Please send me FREE, without obligation, a copy of your 
new saga tape catalogue. 

NAME   

ADDRESS  
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HP! 

YOU PAY THE 

CASH PRICE 

ONLY-OVER 

18 MONTHS! 

We sell and stock more Tape Recorders than any other dealer in England, 
Wales, Scotland or N. Ireland. Why do thousands of people buy from us? 
Because we give the best terms—terms which include No-Interest Charges at 
all—Only Is. in the £ deposit any make—Up to 2 years to pay—Free Servicing— 
Free Delivery—No Purchase Tax—Free Tape offers—Commission on Sales—and 
lots more besides. 

If you want to know why it will pay you to buy from us, write, phone or call 
in NOW for full details of all our terms, and free brochures on all the best makes: 

HOWARD *. 

photographic 

218 HIGH ST. BROMLEY,KENT. RAV.4477 

CUT OFF HERE 1 

Name  

ER/I 

Please rush me full details of your terms and tape recorder brochures; 

Add below any models you are particularly interested in : 
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TOP O F 

A tape recorder is only as good as its microphone 

If you cut a top note off in the mike, you can't 

blame the recorder if the note isn't there. 

If there's distortion at the start, there'll be 

a din in the end. Give your recorder a fair chance. 

Give it a balanced, wide-frequency input. Give it 

a good microphone. Give it an Acos microphone. 

USE 

AN 

AGOS 

MICROPHONE 

ARE 
A 

MIC 39 
A crystal hand microphone of 
exceptionally attractive 
appearance. Extended fre- 
quency response; noise-free 
cable and die-cast liner to 
minimise hum and ensure 
excellent signal-to-noise ratio. 
Available with table-stands 
and floor stand adaptor. 
U.K. Retail price 3 gns. 
Other Acos microphones 
include the famous fold-away 
MIC 40 (35/-I the MIC 28 
Lapel Microphone (so/-) and a 
superb new stereo microphone 
(£6.6.0) 

Acos microphones are standard 
equipment with most British 
high-quality tape recorders. 

DOING THINGS IN STYLI 

COSMOCORD LTD WALTHAM CROSS HERTS TEL. WaLTHAM CROSS 27331 (London subscribers please dial WS 25205) 
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The most famous and largest-selling electronic kit-sets in the World I 

If you are thinking of purchasing Hi-Fi (Radio, Tape or Record) 

Equipment, you cannot afford to miss getting your FREE copy 

of the 

BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE 

An absolute beginner can build this 

equipment and SAVE MONEY! 

fx 

y 

WHO . . . ME? 
Q Build a radio or a HI-FI set? You're crazy! 
A No we're not . . . You or anybody else can assemble a Heathkit model without 

knowing anything about electronics. 
Q I'd certainly like to . . . but I know absolutely nothing about electronics . . . 

I wouldn't know where to start! 
A Thot's easy ... the Instruction book will tell you exactly where to start. 

It even shows you . . . with large, clear pictures. 
Q How would I know where all of those parts go? 
A You only do one simple step at a time. The Instruction book tells you exactly 

what part to use, where it goes and exactly how to install It. You simply go 
down the checklist of 'things to do'. Detailed illustrations make it even easier. 

Q But wouldn't I have to solder? 
A Yes, but there's nothing mysterious about a simple solder connection. 
Q But I've never had a soldering Iron In my hand! 
A Again, the instruction book tells you . . . and shows you . . . exactly how to 

use a soldering Iron. It's really very simple. 
Q I don't know . . . I've seen the inside of a radio before. It looks awfully 

complicated. 
A You're right ... but remember . . . with a Heathkit model you do only one 

simple step at a time. 

YES, YOU I 
You'll be surprised how easy it is. 

Ql Well, It sounds pretty good . , . but what happens If It doesn't work 
when I've finished? 

A Your Heathkit model Is guaranteed to work when completed. If it doesn't you 
can get advice directly from the Service Dept. and, If necessary, return it 
to the factory. It will be thoroughly checked and put In perfect working 
condition. Any defective parts will be replaced free of charge (if the kit has 
been returned within the warranty period). 

Q And what If something goes wrong after the warranty period? 
A Your kit will be serviced in the same manner. 

You will, however, be charged a reasonable fee to cover cost. 
Q You really stand behind these kits don't you? 
A We most certainly do I We know the value of having a satisfied customer . . . 

we hove thousands of them. 
Q And you really think I can put one of these kits together? 
A Certainly, and enjoy doing it! 
Q You know ... I think you've got something there. 

o 0«N, 
47MMf 001 

> jrosr i 

. fCLCCMJ . 

) Wf % 

* MANOaL, 

vti-' (v) Comect a 22 Kil reclstor (rM-red-oruc*) 
from tocktl CI (NS) to sround lug C#(K3). 

/ Sm Figure 8. 
(V) Cooaect a .005 iifd disc capacitor from 

•octal C4 (NS) to IF Iranaformar 04 (NS). 
O M 

,005 
( ) Band aockat tug C5 and IF transtormar lug 

Q3 toward each other until they make coo- 
tact and orarlap slightly. Solder the coo- 
nectloo securely. (1). J 

( ) Install a .005 pfd capacitor from socket/' 
(NS) to ground lug CO (NS). Dress IK/ : 
acltor close to chassis, under It/' ^ ■'t--^jpacllor previously lnst^>-- 

2 2 w to 

TO r 

Read the step . . . perform the operation . . . 
and check it off—it's )ust that simple. These 
plainly-worded, easy-to-follow, steps are com- 
bined with pictorial diagrams to take you through 
every phase of assembly. Let our experience 
be your teacher! 

DELIVERY FREE U.K. 

DEFERRED TERMS 
AVAILABLE. 

You'll get plenty of these detailed pictorial diag- 
rams In your Heathkit construction manual to 
show where each and every wire and part is 
to be placed. Everything you do is spelt out in 
pictures so you can't go wrong. That's what 
makes it such fun! 

Without obligation, picas, sand me 

* FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE 
FULL DETAILS OF MODEL(S)  

Kindly writ, b.low In BLOCK CAPITALS 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

TICK HERE 

B 

HT-J 

DAYSTROM LTD. 

DEPT. HT-3, GLOUCESTER 

A member of the Daystrom Group, manufacturers of 

THE LARGEST-SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS IN THE WORLD 
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VERSATILITY 

PORTABILITY 3 

twin channel 

stereophonic 

tape recorder 

EMI 

III 

<9 9 
•y 9 ^ 

For recordings outside the studio, for critical assessment of 
performance in halls and theatres, for use in scientific and 
industrial research when two recordings are required simul- 
taneously, the transportable TR 52 offers the recording engin- 
eer a wide range of facilities. 

Built to the highest electrical and mechanical standards 
and with all units easily removable for quick servicing the 
TR 52 embodies EMI's unique experience over many years in 
the development and production of sound equipment. 

Extensively used by Armed Forces, 
Government and Industrial Research 
Establishments, Recording, 
TV and Film Studios. 

Price £245 complete 
Decks only available as a separate unit. 
Complete with stereo head block £75 

THE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LTD 

(Recording & Relay Equipment Division) 

HAYES • MIDDLESEX • ENGLAND • Tel: SOUthall 2468 

(One of the EMI Group of Companies) 
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SHOWROOM IN PERSON 

OR SHOWROOM BY POST 

See one of the Tape Recorder Centre Ltd London 
showrooms in person; hear and compare all Tape Recorders, all Hi-Fi Equipments on the spot. Or let the Tape 
Recorder Centre send you a showroom by post! A whole showroom, contained in the new 1961 edition of the Tape 
Recorder Centre Catalogue, still further enlarged to 88 pages. It lists hundreds of models and makes, gives illus- 
trations, descriptions, full details, prices. It is not just an ordinary catalogue — it's the most comprehensive 
survey of Tape. Recorders and Hi-Fi equipments in the country. And it's FREE, just fill in the coupon below. 
Choose in person, or choose by post, with expert and honest advice, unequalled terms. 

¥ n 

l"CHOOSE BY POST tfra 
| For free Catalogue, send this coupon to 
, The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd.. Dept. R 
I 75 Grand Parade. Green Lanes, Harringay. 
| London. N.4. Telephone STAmford Hill 1146/2097 

In person or by post, the best choice in the country. 

i 

I — BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE 

CHOOSE IN PERSON: 

RECORDER 

CENTRE 
Central London: 82 High Holborn, W.CI CHAncery 7401 
North London: 75 Grand Parade, Green Lanes, Harringay, N.4 STAmford Hill 1146/2097 
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Ton must try .. . 

Gevasonor Magnetic Recording Tape 

Now available in a full 

range of types and sizes 

cd Oh 

o 
H 
Cd 
Z 
o 

01 
O 
2 
0 01 
< 
> 
Pd 
O 

TYPE SPOOL TAPE PRICE PER STOCK 
DIA. LENGTH SPOOL NO. 

TYPE M 4' 300' 10/6 M/90 
Standard Play 5° 600' 18/- M/lSg 

sr 820' 23/6 M/25O 

7" I200' 30/- M/365 

TYPE LR 3" 225' 7/6 LR/68 
Long Play 4" 45°' 13/6 LR/137 

5' 900' 24/- LR/275 

sf I I50' 28/6 LR/350 

7" ISOO' 42/- LR/550 

Sevaso n o r 

TYPE LRP 3" 225' 9/- LRP/68 
Long Play 4' 450' 16/- LRP/137 
Tensilized 5" 900' 281- LRP/275 
Polyester si" 115°' 35/- LRP/350 

7" 1800' 50/- LRP/550 

TYPE DP 3" 30°' 14/- DP/90 
Double Play 4" 600' 25/- DP/183 
Tensilized 5" 1200' 45/- DP/365 
Polyester si" 1650' 55/- DP/500 

7" 2400' 80/- DP/730 

Obtainable from your radio 

or photographic dealer 

GEVAERT LIMITED • BRENTFORD • MIDDLESEX 
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Uwo IJcars Quaraniee 

NOT MASS PRODUCED BUT VIRTUALLY HAND-MADE FOR RELIABILITY 

AND CONSISTENTLY HIGH STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE 

RIO SPECIFICATION: 
2 or 4 track version. 10 watts push/pull 
output. 
Record Replay Responses— 
1\ ips. 40-16,000 C.P.S.") ± 3 dBs. 
31 ips. 40-10,000 C.P.S. >At optimum 
IJips. 50- 6,000 C.P.S. J bias setting. 
Signal/Noise ratio— 

half track 50 dBs at 3J ips. 
quarter track 45 dBs at 3i ips. 

Collaro Studio Deck. Microphone and 
Radio/Gram inputs each with separate 
gain controls for mixing. Separate bass 
and treble controls. ± 12 dBs at 50 
cycles and 12 k/cs. Adjustable monitor 
volume control independent of record 
level. Peak signal level meter 2\ in. 
square. Bogen heads. Record safety 
device. 600 ohms Cathode follower 
output. Two per cent total harmonic 
distortion on peaks. 200/250 volts 50 
cycles or 100/120 volts 60 cycles. Valve 
line up: 3 EF86, 2 ECC83, 1 ECC82, 
2ECL86. Metal rectifier, contact 
cooled. 

mm 

m 

1 

/ 

MODEL R10 

2 Track 7" spools. 
4 Track 7" spools. 

59 gns 
69 gns 

R40 SPECIFICATION: 
31 ips. 60- 9,000 ± 3 dBs. 
7J ips. 50-15,000 ± 3 dBs. 
15 ips. 40-20,000 ± 3 dBs. 
(signal noise ratio at 7J ips.— 
47 dBs). 
Separate record amplifier. 
Push/pull bias erase oscillator 
for low tape hiss. 
Separate bass and treble con- 
trols ± 15 dBs. at 14 kc/s— 
15 dBs at 40 c/s. 
Supplied complete with Acos 
39/1 microphone, Radio Record 
lead and 1,200 ft. P.V.C. Tape. 

MODELS 

R20 62 GNS. with magic 
eye record indicator. 
R30 66 GNS. with meter 
record level indicator. 
R40 70 GNS. as R30 but 
with push/pull sound out- 
put. "'Hi 

   

>:i! 
in, 

Please send me without obligation full details of 
your range of Tape Recorders. I am particularly 
interested in Model R.  

Mr... 

Fully illustrated literature available on request to — 

REPS (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD. 
118 Park Road North, South Acton, London, W.3. 

Phone: Acorn 4141 
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the 

TA PE 

RECORDER 

MAY - 
VOL. 3 

- 1961 
No. 4 

Editor MILES HENSLOW 
Technical Editor     John Berwick 
Assistant Editor       Julian Berrisford 
Editorial Offices - - - 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.l 
Telephone       MDScum 3967 to 3969 

MEMBER OF THE 
AUDIT BUREAU 

EDITORIAL of CIRCULATIONS 
NO good ever came from glossing over bad things, from re- 

fusing to face important facts, or from pulling punches to 
protect an unworthy champion. It was in our mind to write in 
this vein in our last number, directing this column against a 
really bad state of irresponsibility and care essness pervading the 
tape recorder industry; but our April number coincided with the 
London Audio Festival, and we considered that such writing 
at such an important moment might do more harm than good. 
Now that the show is over we can write even more strongly, 
and with the added knowledge that the show itself has empha- 
sised the urgency of the points we have to make—for there was 
so much to see that was really first-class. 

During World War II, almost incredible things were done on 
factory production lines—and particularly in the world of elec- 
tronics. We entered the era thinking and working in terms of 
Kc/s, and within a couple of years we were mass-producing 
apparatus that worked reliably in terms of Megacycles. All this 
was achieved by the application of strict procedure, intelligent 
initial training of unskilled labour, and ruthless stage-by-stage 
inspection. And all this we achieved with Time riding against us 
as the chief enemy. Now let us look at our tape recorder industry 
in the light of that achievement, and what do we see? The 
specifications to which audio engineers have to work are as wide 
as railway tunnels to a needle, compared with the then seemingly 
impossible demands of airborne radar; yet, day after day, we 
receive and hear of complaints of stupid and unnecessary failures 
in simple circuitry, of machines that have obviously never been 
subjected to the most elementary tests, and even of downright 
bad workmanship. 

Some tape recorder assemblers who were enjoying the pros- 
perity of an outsize boom 12 months ago have been heard to 
complain bitterly that " things are really bad—that the bottom 
has fallen out of the marketOur opinion is that they them- 
selves did everything to help bring about this state of affairs. 
If Mr, X takes his new 30-guinea Flullerwotv to his tape club, 
switches it on, and allows a dozen other people to see it expire 
in a coil of smoke, can those people be blamed for diverting their 
cash towards the purchase of a car or a washing machine? 

We spoke to one keen manufacturer at the show, and asked 
him about factory inspection. His reply: " Our inspection depart- 
ment is beyond the reach of the managing director. If he is 
stamping his feet to despatch an urgent order, he must continue 
to stamp until every individual machine has been stamped ' O.K.' 
We will not tolerate the risk of customer disappointments." 

If one or two more companies had adopted that technique a 
year ago, they might still be enjoying good business, which can 
only come through good value. Our reputable manufacturers, 
know this as well as we do. That is why they are thriving to- 
day. But those who bought in quantities of decks, hoped wish- 

 v_WIN 1 CIN 1 0   
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fully that they were 100% O.K., and joined them up to quan- 
tities more of improperly tested electronics before rushing them 
into bought-in supplies of " arty " boxes—well, they have lost 
the day; and they deserved to. 

This year's show presented us with evidence that the tape 
recorder market is as keen as ever, and that the rubbish is being 
thoroughly weeded out. From now onwards we shall see far 
better workmanship, and far more selective buying on the part 
of the public. We have a duty to our readers, to see that they 
buy tape recorders, and not pups. We have a similar duty to our 
advertisers with good equipment to sell. We have many times 
refused the advertising of goods that we ourselves would not like 
to buy, and we intend to continue with this policy. 

COVER PICTURE- 
ULECTRO PHONIC music, Electronic music, Musique 
L-' Concrete, or call it what you will, is enjoying an important 
prominence in the world of entertainment; and it is growing 
in importance with every passing month, for films, television 
and radio plays. Tape Recorder readers who are not already 
readers of its sister journal, Hi-Fi News, may like to note the 
fact that in the May number (now on sale) there is the 
introductory article to a new and most interesting constructional 
series which describes in detail the building of an electronic 
organ, with two-manual keyboard and pedal keyboard. This is 
a fully polyphonic instrument for use in the home. Electronic 
music, produced by tape recorders, is of course a different 
branch of the family altogether, though simple electronic 
oscillators can play a big part in it. Its sounds are already so 
well accepted that they often pass unnoticed. The B.B.C. now 
regards it as a necessary accessory, its electrophonic workshop 
has been established for several years (Front cover, B.B.C. 
photo). 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
The subscription rate to The Tape Recorder is 21/- per 
annum (U.S.A. $3.00) from The Tape Recorder. 99 
Mortimer Street. London. W.I. Subscription + Index, 24/- 

(U.S.A. $3.25). 
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POLYESTER TAPE 

Scotch brand polyester tapes enable good equipment to 
give of its best. They provide crisp, clear reproduction, high 
frequency response and an improved signal to print-through 
ratio. The biggest benefit they offer to the discerning user is 
exceptional physical stability. Scotch Brand Polyester Tapes 
are unaffected by temperature and humidity changes and can 
be stored indefinitely without deterioration. Stronger and more 
stable, they are the perfect complement to your equipment. 

TRADE /VI ARK 

Scotch 

BRAND 

OFFERS A COMPLETE RANGE 

OF POLYESTER MAGNETIC TAPES 

—in addition to acetate and P.V.C. 

another PRODUCT 

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY LTD., 
3M HOUSE, WIGMORE STREET, LONDON, W.I. 
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TIM * WEA 

• Have you ever dialled any of the above? 
Of course, it depends upon where you live, 
but TIM is on lap over a wide area. ASK, 
followed by 9211, 9311, or 9411 is for 
Londoners only. UMP, as most cricket fans 
know, applies, to London, Liverpool, Birming- 
ham, Manchester and Glasgow. WEA, followed 
by four figures, is for London, Essex, Kent 
and Sussex coasts. These dialling codes form 
the link between the public and the fascinating 
H Q. of the British Post Office Information 
Services. 

WE thought we had picked up the trail of a 
good " tape story" when we asked to be 

introduced to Ump; but we were wrong. Scarcely 
a spool of tape is used by the Post Office for 
these services. Nevertheless, the story is so good 
that we think our readers will forgive us for going 
over to disc for this page—magnetic disc, of 
course. It all began with Tim, 25 years ago, but 
he uses a photo-recorded glass disc. Tim was installed at the 
Holborn exchange in 1936, and at first served London only; but 
he has since been redesigned, and his services extend over most 
of the country. In I960 over 100,000,000 people dialled the 
service. 

Holborn exchange is also the H.Q. of all the other information 
services provided by the Post Office, several of which are routed 
out to other areas as the services expand. The whole system— 
outwardly very simple—is wonderfully thought out and compact. 
The mechanical side of it is housed in one quite small room, a 
corner of which is shown below. But this outward simplicity 
hides an extremely complex network of switched circuitry, and 
a nightmare of clever planning and organisation. 

Let us start where we started our visit—in the room shown 
below. There, with an occasional maintenance visitor, are 15 

UMP ASK ★ ★ 

I i 1 » % 
f.T 

msss&ssm&s* --- 

m Rvt! 

P 

■y\ 

' x 

S 

modified Emidicla dictating machines working automatically and 
ceaselessly. All are inter-connected by a maze of automatic 
switchery. Flip down the monitor key of one, and you hear a 
summary of London's current events in German. That is 
ASK 9411 in the London area, and the service is prepared by the 
British Travel and Holidays Association, introduced in May 1958, 
and used by 82,000 German visitors last year. ASK 9311 gave 
75,000 French visitors the same information in I960, and 
ASK 9211 was used by 224,000 English-speaking enquirers in the 
same period. 

Flip down another key, and you hear the weather forecast, 
WEA 2211 for London, and so on. In the cricket season, on 
average, 120 new recordings are made per day as play proceeds, 
and UMP dealt with 1,875,000 calls for the last 1956 Oval Test 
Match alone. 

To see how it happens, take WEA. There are two small 
recording studios adjoining. An operator on the main exchange 
switchboard takes the forecast from the Meteorological Office, 
writes it down on a memo form, checks it back, and takes it 
with her to the studio. In front of her (see photo above) is a 
control panel with two selector switches, a double row of buttons 
and some switches—and a mike. In the room we have just left, 
one of the Emidicta's is playing over the current forecast, and 
all the incoming calls are switched into circuit with it—maybe 
up to a maximum of 700 at a time. As each message is 
completed, the record/replay arm returns automatically to the 
starting groove. The machine is, for example, number 7. 

The operator is about to revise the recorded message, but the 
current forecast must not be interrupted for a second. A printed 
list in the centre of the panel shows her the number of the 
service (Weather might be Service 3, and Ask might be Service 
5). She turns the selector switch on the right to 3, and presses 
one of the white buttons. This lights up the numbers of all the 
spare machines available on that service. One of these is 
machine number 12, so she turns the selector switch on her left 
to 12, and the machine selected is hers; and if someone else in 
the next studio is also looking for machines, number 12 will not 
light up—nor can it be accidentally selected, for it is now 
" locked " into our operator's control board. 

She next presses one of the keys, and this automatically erases 
whatever message is on the machine she has selected (No. 12). 
Then, after a brief pause to allow the machine to re-set itself, 
she presses another key and reads out the message—" clouds, 
snow, fog, drizzle, etc." Another brief pause, and she presses 
the next key, and her newly-recorded message is played back to 
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HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE 

her by the Emidicla automaton No. 12 next door. If she is 
satisfied, she then monitors the existing recording and waits until 
the message is finished, then, by pressing another key, No. 12 
goes into action via its automatic relays and switches. No. 7 is 
then automatically switched on to the waiting list of spare 
machines, until someone selects it, as above, for a new ASK 
message, or for UMPI 

It is, we repeat, a wonde fully devised network; and incidentally 
it takes no more than 6 to 7 minutes (according to the length 
of message) from the time of its receipt at the switchboard till 
the time it is " on the wire " to callers. 

This, as we soon saw, is a job that magnetic tape could not 
possibly do with such speed, reliability and smoothness as 
magnetic disc. 

• • • 

* 
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Ferrodynamics Pre-recorded Stereo Tapes by Subscription 
ANEW series of original pre-recorded four-track stereo tape 

recordings is to be marketed by Ferrodynamics Corporation 
on a subscription basis at a cost per tape approximately the 
same as that for raw tape, according to an announcement by 
the president of the Corporation. Frederick I. Kantor. In an 
interview Mr. Kantor said that the pre-recorded stereo tapes 
would be available to hi-fi hobbyists at less than half the price 
of any previous pre-recorded tape releases. He also noted that 
these will be the first pre-recorded tape releases to be originally 
recorded, rather than acquired from a disc recording company 
after a disc using the same material had been released. Available 
subscriptions, he said, would be limited, and he announced that 
subscribers could sign up on a three-month, six-month, or 
twelve-month basis and that they would receive one tape per 
month. 

Along with their monthly tape, subscribers will receive a 
form on which they will be requested to indicate their reactions to 
the recording. These reports will determine which of the tapes will 
later be released through normal channels of distribution at 
regular prices for pre-recorded four-track stereo tapes. In this 
manner, he explained, the subscription series will serve as a 
market testing programme. 

Mr. Kantor said that the low price for subscription series 
tapes was made possible because his company, as the only 
specialised raw magnetic tape manufacturer which also produces 
pre-recorded tapes, is in a unique position to control costs. He 
announced that most of the programme material released in 
the subscription series would be material that is not available 
on any other recording, tape or disc. 

The Ferrodynamics president stated that market tests conducted 
by his company has shown the stereo tape audience to be 
substantially different in taste from the mass disc market. 
Because of this, he explained, the narrow scope of the present 
tape catalogue drawn entirely from material recorded for the 
disc market does not satisfy the tape audience. By restricting 

itself in this way, Mr. Kantor said that the pre-recorded tape 
industry was curtailing its own expansion. He said that the 
inauguration of the subscription series was just the first step 
in a Ferrodynamics programme to enlarge the tape catalogue 
and expand the market for pre-recorded stereo tapes. 

Readers who are interested in this subscription scheme should 
write direct to The Ferrodynamics Corporation, c/o S. E. Ruben- 
stein & Associates, Inc., 230 Park Avenue, N.Y.C., mentioning 
The Tape Recorder. 

• • • 
Latest Irish Tape Booklet 

rT,HE latest of the series of helpful leaflets from the Irish Tape 
distributors is entitled "Tape Recording Simplified". It 

consists of some non-technical notes on recording and a number 
of " Dos " and " Don'ts Copies may be obtained by readers, 
free of charge, by writing to the following address: Wilmex 
(Distributors) Limited, 1SJ-153 Clapham High Street, London, 
S.W.4. 

• • • 
\ /fR. Robin Dodds of Coatham House Farm—a 175-acre 

mixed farm near Darlington, claims that music increases by 
some 4 per cent, the milk yield of his herd of Friesians. He 
maintains, moreover, that his cows can discriminate between 
different types and tempos of music. After experimenting with 
a wireless in his byre last October, Mr. Dodds found that music 
with a pronounced beat soothed his cows and made them more 
responsive when being milked. Unfortunately, Mr. Dodds was 
unable to control the type of music being broadcast, and when 
the BBC gave him organ music or music with a more subtle 
rhythmic structure some of his heifers became restless and even 
kicked off the clisters of his milking machine. Mr. Dodds' 
problem was to supply his herd with music consistently to their 
liking. For this he turned to Reditune, a member of the 
Rediffusion group who supply fourteen different categories of 
music—from Latin American to concert background—and Mr. 
Dodds found that his herd favoured the " bright background " 
type. For £65 per annum he obtained a tape player, a speaker 
and six tapes which are changed free of charge every three 
months. On installing Reditune the daily yield of his 32 cows 
regained the 73 gallon mark, from which it had dropped to 70 
gallons after the removal of his wireless. Gross receipts from 
the 21 gallon-a-wcek increase far outweighed Mr. Dodds' rental 
for Reditune, and he is satisfied to describe music in his byre as 
" a sound investment 
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HERE, IHERE AND EVERYWHERE 

Stereo Tapes Library 
OINCE stereo tape recorders first appeared on the market in 
^ this country people who wanted to buy them, or who have 
bought them, have been confronted with the problem of ob- 
taining stereo music. The opportunity for recording two- 
channel programmes occurs when the BBC broadcast via radio 
and television sound channels on Saturday mornings. Pre- 
recorded tapes have been available for some time, but they are 
still very expensive. Many readers have asked us for information. 
How many of them have tried the Stereo Tape Library? Those 
who have not, should write to Mr. Linden, St. John's Road, 
Brecon, S. Wales, who has a large range of the EMI stereo 
tapes, amongst others. 

« • * 
Readers Can Hear It First 

Reader F. C. Gazeley of 12, Bromley Road, Beckenham, Kent, 
writes to us enthusiastically about the stereo results he is obtaining 
from his TWA/1515 amplifier. For the benefit of other readers 
who may be constructing this really high-quality tape record/ 
replay amplifier (which is also a hi-fi amplifier in its own right), 
Mr. Gazeley asks us to publish his telephone number 
(BECkenham 0653), so that they can make an appointment to 
examine and hear it. 

• • • 
Currys " Make A Tape " Winners 

■DOR the last three months Currys Ltd., have been asking people 
to send in two-and-a-half minute tape recordings in a nation- 

wide talent competition on Radio Luxembourg. Mr. Brian Dencer 
of Currys expected round about fifty tapes a week but in fact 
received four times that number. The national finals of the show 
were held last Friday, March 17th, in Butlin's most luxurious 
theatre at Bognor Regis. Two thousand people saw the panel of 
judges—a T.V. producer, a theatrical agent, a tape-recording 
expert, a film director and a record talent spotter—award first 
prize to the Baronets, a close harmony group from Edinburgh. 
Currys have decided to drop their intended future programme on 
Luxembourg to make way for a second edition of Make-a-Tape 
which will run during April, May and June. 
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Tape Recorder Specialists Open Glasgow Showroom 
'"PHE growth in popularity of tape recorders has been 

tremendous over the past few years, and the demand for 
specialist advice and service has been growing steadily. One 
of the problems of the tape recorder enthusiast has been that 
it was difficult to obtain an efficient after-sales service. With 
the increase of foreign makes on the market the problems of 
servicing and obtaining accessories are doubled. Now, however, 
this problem will be a thing of the past for enthusiasts in the 
Glasgow area. A showroom has been opened by Recording 
Machines Ltd., at 60 St. Vincent Street—a firm specialising 
solely in tape recorders and dictating machines—and backed by 
a first class after-sales service. The firm stock tape recorders to 
suit every budget and every taste—from the small "pocket 
notebook" recorder to the giant-sized stereophonic machine. And 
trained technicians arc on hand at all times, to service and 
deal with faults in any machine. 

The official opening ceremony was carried out by Scots 
singing star and T.V. personality, Kenneth McKellar, who is 
pictured here as he presents a tape recorder on behalf of the 
firm to Mrs. Margarette Forrest. Hon. Sec. of the Association 
of the Parents and Friends of Spaslics. 

« * * 
Sluzzi Winners Sing for 35 million 

LESS than six months ago Bob and John Allison were two 
completely unknown youngsters. Recently they've issued 

their first disc and the forecasters reckon on at least a J million 
sales. They've won the British leg of the Eurovision Song 

Contest and on March 18th at Cannes 
they sang for Britain before an audi- 
ence of 35 million. The song was their 
own composition, 'Are you Sure? 
And it's all due to the Stuzzi talent 
competition which was run in con- 
junction with the musical paper. Disc, 
at last year's Boys and Girls Exhibi- 
tion. First prize was a Stuzzi Magnetic 
tape recorder, a long weekend in 
Vienna, a recording test and a T.V. 
appearance. Bob and John walked 
away with first prize. The result of 
their first T.V. appearance was that 
they were immediately asked to make 
another. The result of their recording 
was not only a contract from Fontana 
but also being chosen for the 
Eurovision Song Contest. And now 
the boys have won the British leg of 
this international competition. They 
have been so busy since last Septem- 
ber when they won the Stuzzi 
competition that they've only just 
got round to the long weekend in 
Vienna—where they were the guests 
of the Stuzzi Company and made 
guest appeaiances on Radio and T.V. 
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NEWS AND PICTURES FROM THE CLUBS 
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ALTHOUGH the club was only fonned on January 1st of this 
year, the Seaforlh and District Tape Recording Society have 

already enrolled II members. The photograph on this page 
shows the Secretary obtaining a recording of Cliff Richards 
for a boy in Liverpool Alder Hey Hospital. Anyone in the 
Liverpool area interested in joining the new club should contact 
Mr. K. A. Wilson, 21 Elm Road, Seaforlh, Liverpool 21. 

* » » 
MR. C. HOOKER, one of the founder members of the 

Friern Barnet and District Tape Recording Club has left to 
take a position in Kenya and members presented him with an 
Irish Splicer as a token of their appreciation. Recently the 
club visited The Wyndsor Recording Co., the local manu- 
facturers and had the opportunity of inspecting the factory 
and talking to Mr. R. Russell the Managing Director. Many 
questions were asked including some on the review in the 
magazine Which?, and the club appreciated the frank way 
in which Mr. Russell answered them. It was felt that the 
Wyndsor Company had every reason to be proud of their 
product. Arrangements have been made to visit the Eastbourne 
club on May 7th and members look forward to a discussion 
on matters of mutual interest. Details of future meetings can 
be obtained from Mr. A. Andrews, 13 Hartland Road, Friern 
Barnet, London, N.W. 

THE second tape club to be formed in Liverpool has been 
named The Liverpool Central Tape Recording Society and 

will cater for all types of enthusiast, from the rock and roll fan 
to the serious engineer. The Society was formed on 
January 11th, and the first meeting was, of course, a business 
meeting, but at the second meeting members brought along 
their favourite tapes for replaying to the rest of the members. 
The Society tried to organise a lecture for the third meeting, 
but unfortunately it was impossible to arrange due to the short 
notice. However, the secretary gave a last minute illustrated 
talk on Extension Loudspeakers, showing the members how 
a good loudspeaker and enclosure could vastly improve the 
quality of reproduction of the tape recorder. A representative 
of a local retailer, Mr. Dennis Smith, visited the club 
on 17th February to give members a demonstration of the Grundig 
TK 1 battery portable recorder and it is hoped that Mr. Smith 
will visit the Society again in the future. Nothing was arranged 
for the next meeting, but a new member demonstrated how to 
re-align tape heads. This member brought his Capitol stereo 
equipment to the next meeting, and demonstrated how to get 
high fidelity from a cheap tape recorder, by replaying the 
tape through a hi-fi amplifier and loudspeaker system. Future 
activities of the Society include a visit to several local musical 

societies including Banjo Mandolin and Guitar Clubs, visits to 
other Societies, recording local church and cathedral bells and 
Cariion. The production of a tape on some local institution or 
event. Visits from manufacturers and local retailers to talk to 
the members on some aspect of tape recording. Details can 
be obtained from the secretary Mr. A. Evans, 13 Clapham Road, 
Amfield, Liverpool, 4. 

• « • 
CHANGE of premises has necessitated alteration of weekly 

meetings to Wednesday evening, and in future the Walsall 
and District Tape Recording Club will meet at Blue Coat 
Schools, Springhill Road, Walsall. Further meetings are to 
include play acting, and recording a talk on microphones, 
demonstration of recording with the Stuzzi and a forthcoming 
visit to a local Audio Studio. New members will be made very 
welcome and are invited to contact Mrs. J. Watford, 41 Mill 
Road, Pelsall, Walsall. 

• • • 
THE first hospital service tape to be made by the Cotswold 

Tape Recording Society was played at St. Paul's, Chelten- 
ham. by John Yeates and Clifford Benn. The tape was edited 
and introduced by Peter Duddridge and Peter Turner, and 
consisted of recordings made in the county, a Cotswold comedian, 
and interviews with local people about their hobbies and 
activities. After playing the tape, John Yeates went into the 
wards with a battery recorder, and took down the enthusiastic 
comments of patients. At the meeting of the Club on March 
6th, members divided into three parties and went off into 
Cheltenham with battery recorders to interview passers-by. 
Recorders used were a Fi-Cord, a Stuzzi and a Phonotrix. One 
party penetrated a local pub and had great success with the 
patrons; another kept to the streets; the third tried members of 
the Theatre and Arts Club. The sections then returned to base, 
and listened to a playback of their efforts. Further interesting 
meetings have been arranged and details are available from 
Peier D. Turner, Cave Collage, Oakridge Lynch, Slroud, Glos. 

• * • 
A PRESENTATION of the tape, containing a recording of 

a Thanksgiving Service at Holy Trinity Church, Woolwich, 
was made by members of the Woolwich and District Tape 
Recording Club. The Rev. Stacey accepted the gift and stated 
that the recording would be of historical value to the Church. 
The Secretary assures any reader interested in joining this club 
that many interesting programmes have been arranged. Club 
nights are held every fortnight at the " Armstrong Gun " Vincent 
Road, Woolwich, London, S.E.I8. and times can be obtained 
from Mr. C. Hurst, 12 Wellrose Crescent, Abbey Wood, London, 
S.E.2. 
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NEWS AND PICTURES 

FROM THE CLUBS 

The photograph shows members of Irish 
Tape Pats at the home of Mr. E. O'Neill of 
12 May orst one Park, Limerick, looking at the 
review of the Philips Stereo 4 track tape 
recorder in the Tape Recorder and at the 
same lime studying the performance of the 
recorder itself. Those in the picture are (left 
to right) Gerard Shannon, Eddie O'Neill, 
Fergus Tickner and Gerard Finn. Irish Tape 
Pals would like to hear from tape enthusiasts 
everywhere but especially from the Irish people 
living in England. 
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TT was a " full house " on March 9th at the West Middlesex 
Tape Recording Club's Hampton meeting, where it had been 

arranged to record a play. The secretary envisaged difficulty in 
casting, but these fears were quite without foundation. A trial 
recording was made to ensure the correct position of microphones 
and with eleven tape recorders fully loaded with tape, recording 
commenced and the play was finished that night. Sound effects 
were to be added later. A prize is to be awarded for the best 
tape produced. Meetings are held fortnightly and further details 
can be obtained from Mr. H. E. Sounders, 20 Nightingale Road, 
Hampton, Middlesex. 

• ♦ • 
A MEMBER of the Bristol Tape Recording Club has contacted 

us and told us of the story of the " trials and tribulations " 
of the Bristol Club which has been running for nearly three 
years. It appears that twelve months ago, a circular letter was 
sent to members suggesting that the Club should close because 
of the poor support. Four staunch members said that in a city 
the size of Bristol (500,000 approx.), there was a need for a 
club of this type. After much deliberation it was decided to 
give it another try and Mr. M. E. Hollier was elected secretary. 
Due to him and Mr. M. MacDonald (chairman), new life was 
instilled into the Club, and membership increased. Already a 
Fi-Cord and Grampian microphone have been purchased and 
two programmes, " The History of Christmas Steps " and " The 
Church Bells of Bristol" have been made. Two more are 
planned entitled " The Social Life" and " The Emergency 
Services ". Under the guidance of Mr. Hollier twelve members 
are building their own mixer units and these will be complete 
in the next few weeks. Membership has risen from four to 
twenty in ten months, and their secret of success is, "elect a 
good secretary and keep to the programme come what may! " 

This shows what can be done when someone puts their mind 
to a thing. Mr. Hollier, a radio and television engineer, has 
succeeded where others have failed. The next year should see 
the Bristol Club enrolling more members and attempting bigger 
tasks. Any reader interested in supporting this club should write 
to Mr. M. Hollier, 27 Dean Lane, Southville, Bristol 3. 

• • • 
AT the Heath Park Hotel, Hemel Hempstead, members of the 

West Herts. Tape Recording Society divided into two groups 
for an editing exercise. In the usual friendly, competitive spirit 
the team set about editing an identical tape which was in the 
form of a members request programme, which chairman John 
Grainger had prepared. Many unwanted sounds had been added 
which marred the presentation of the tape, and with a splicer to 
each team, they set about removing clicks and false starts, etc. 
The rules were that each member of the team was allowed to 
make only one cut and splice before passing on to the next 
member. In this way each person was able to have practical use 

in handling the splicing equipment. Two other splicers were 
available for joining the unwanted portions of tape which had 
to be properly stored. The two teams finished about the same 
time, but on playback it was decided that the team comprising 
J. Hill, D. Hill, Bob Scarborough and P. Holloway, contained 
the least faults. At the meeting at The Cookery Nook, Watford, 
on February 8th, members had a more leisurely evening as a 
demonstration was given by Mr. Wilson of B.A.S.F. Chemicals. 
Ltd. Following his talk about the history and manufacture of 
magnetic recording tape, members saw the colour film " The 
Magic Tape ", which in turn was followed by slides which were 
automatically changed by a signal applied to the taped commen- 
tary. Members left the meeting having learned a little more 
about the material which is so widely used in the recording of 
sound. Details of club meetings are available from Mr. P. 
Holloway, 29, Fishery Road, Boxmoor, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. 

• • • 
THE inaugural meeting of the Exeter and District Tape 

Recording Club was held at Fildews (Engineers), Ltd., 99. 
Fore Street, Exeter, on Friday, January 27th, 1961. Further 
details may be obtained from the Secretary, Mr. C. D. Selwood, 
Bath House, Esplanade, Sidmouth, Devon. 

• • • 

TAPE TIPS - by Guy 

- No. 6 — 

Keep the microphone 'orr 

well away 

from the recorder 

'T'HE really silent recorder has yet to be invented so don't 
J- place the microphone too near to the recorder or it is bound 

to pick up the motor noise. It is better to use a ribbon or moving 
coil microphone because the leads from a crystal microphone 
must be kept short because of the high impedance of such an 
instrument. If a ribbon or cardioid microphone is used the 
recorder should be placed on the " dead " side of the microphone. 
Don't forget that mains hum will be picked up if the microphone 
head is placed too near to a mains lead. 

These tips are abstracted by permission from " How to get the 
Best out of your Tape Recorder " by Percival J. Guy. Norman 
Price (Publishers) Ltd. 1958. 8s 6d. net. 
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THOSE IN THE KNOW SAY- 

"You want a reliable tape recorder with quality 
reproduction? The Wyndsor 'Victor', every time. 
You've only to hear it and you'll be impressed. I 
know the quality that goes into it and it beats me 
how they do it at the price. If there's anything to 
compare with it on the market I haven't heard it." 

FREQUENCY RESPONSES: 
7i i.p.s. — 50 to 15,000 c.p.s. ± 3dB 
Si i.p.s. — 50 to 9,000 c.p.s. ± 3dB 
1J i.p.s. — 50 to 5,000 c.p.s. 

fiill frequency equalisation at all speeds if 10* x 6' 
speaker in detachable lid if controlled monitoring through 
its own speaker if mixing for mic and gram/radio inputs 

45 gns. (2 track) 

49 atlS M track"! with mic' 1800 feet 
f 7 glis. traCKJ of tape and jackplug 

with mic, 1200 feet 
of tape and Jackplug 
with mic, 1800 feet 

Wyndsor 

VICTOR 

r- 

COUPON 

Please send me 
full details of the 

Wyndsor 
VICTOR 

and names of 
nearest stockists 

To WYNDSOR RECORDING Co. Ltd. 
Wyndsor Worki, 2 Bellcvua Rd.. Friern Barn.t, 
London, N.I I. T«l: ENT. 2224/7 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

!_ 
TR 
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By John Berwick 

' | HIS series is designed to cater exclusively for that much- 
neglected individual, the solitary enthusiast, who wants to 

get as much fun or usefulness out of his newly-acquired tape 
recorder as he possibly can—without outside help or interference 
and without swallowing a technical dictionary in the process. 
Assuming, then, that you have just bought a machine—or are 
about to get one—and you plan to get as much out of it as 
you can, guided by its instruction booklet alone, let's map out 
a plan of action. After this preliminary article we'll progress 
month by month through outdoor recording, music and telephone 
recording, making endless loops and other tape tricks, correspond- 
ing by tape, collecting sound effects, taping a play, script-writing 
and editing, and building a magazine tape. 

Before we go any further, I should like you to regard this 
as a reader-participation series. So I hope you will try out all 
the various recordings, tricks and experiments I shall be 
describing as the weeks go by. Who knows you may hit on 
a useful short-cut or extension of the conventional methods, and 
so you can write to me and we'll let the others into the secret. 

Getting Started 
To begin at the very beginning, we'll take it that you've just 

arrived home with your shining new recorder and unpacked it 
from its wrappings. There will be an Instruction Leaflet (let's 
hope for your sake it's written in English), a mains lead, a 
microphone, perhaps an extra radio lead, a full reel of tape 
and an empty spool. There is no need to caution you on the 
advisability of first reading the Instructions. This is very much 
a matter of temperament. If you belong to that happy band of 
people who never read notices, fighting your way manfully 

EARTH PIN 

GREEN 
BLACK 

BLACK PLUG COVER. 

RED 
@ A 

RED 

NEUTRAL LIVE 
3-WAY MAINS CABLE. GRIPPED UNDER RETAINER 

CUT GREEN WIRE HERE IF 
USING THREE-WAY CABLE, 
AND SEAL CUT END OF COVER WITH ADHESIVE TAPE 
BEFORE SCREWING DOWN 
COVER 

HOME 

RECORDING 

PART I. .The New Machine 

through " Open At Other End " boxes, up " This Side Down " 
staircases, and always test " Wet Paint" signs, then you're not 
going to be put off by a few words from me. All the same, 
these instructions are meant to be read. And the sooner the 
belter. 

With a mains recorder, the first job will be to fit a suitable 
plug to the mains lead. If the cable supplied is 3-core, I hope 
you can arrange to take this to a 3-pin socket because the third 
Earth connection gives greater safety and minimises (usually) 
that droning sound we calls " mains hum". The correct way 
to wire a 3-pin plug is illustrated in fig. 1, and the chief thing 
to look out for after you've double-checked the colour coding 
is that no loose strands of wire can come into contact with the 
wrong pins. When a 3-core cable must be used with a 2-pin 
plug, cut the green Earth wire short or tape it back out of 
harm's way. 

2-core Mains leads 
Some tape recorders use only a 2-core mains lead. In this 

case the wiring is even easier, but be prepared to reverse the 
wire/pin connections to discover which way round gives the 
least noisy recordings. Owners of battery-operated recorders will 
have to familiarise themselves with the correct drill for fitting 
the batteries. 

Now that the power supplies have been sorted out, we can 
get the tape laced up and ready to go—having plugged into the 
mains and/or switched on so that the recorder's amplifier will 
be warming up in the meantime. The full reel of tape goes on 
to the left-hand spindle with the tape coming off in a clockwise 
direction. Pull out the necessary 8 to 12 inches of tape, drop 
it down the slot in front of the heads and lace on to the take-up 
spool. You may find the operation of pushing the end of the 
tape through the little slot in the spool hub easier if you fold 
a piece of Sellotape over the end. 

Now try out the Playback, Off, Wind On, Off. Wind Back 
and Off controls, in that order, to get the feel of their respective 
speeds. If you accidentally wind back too far until the tape 
whips off the take-up spool completely, switch off immediately 
to avoid undue damage to the loose end of the tape; but don't 
worry about it—it won't be the last time this happens. 

First Recordings 
As with all operations which you learn by yourself, your 

rate of progress and the degree of expertise ultimately reached 
depend very much on your analysing—consciously or uncon- 
sciously—the results you get at each stage in the game. I mean 
it's no use dodging 'he fact that making good tape recordings 
calls for a little more know-how and manual dexterity than, for 
example, putting on a gramophone record or tuning in the radio. 
Come to think of it, some people manage to botch even those 
operations. That's why I suggested earlier that you whizz the 
tape back and forth on the Fast Wind and Playback controls, 
so that you start by getting the feel of the controls and the tape 
itself. Once the mechanics of the recorder have been mastered, 
you can concentrate on the artistry. 

In the same way, your first recordings—or anyway the first 
serious recordings after you've survived the inevitable family 
" Have a Go " session which greeted the machine's first appear- 
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.... Two quite different kinds of people will want 
the new TK 24 — the inexperienced and the experi- 
enced. The inexperienced because they don't know 
any belter and the experienced because they don't 
know any better either: because there isn't any better 
than this brilliant new four track Grundig model. 
The new TK 24 makes no compromises. It doesn't 
ask you to choose whether you want high fidelity 
or long play —it gives you both! All the time!' 
Six hours record/playback. 
It doesn't ask you to scrap all your existing con- 

ventional twin track 3i i.p.s. tapes — it lets 
you play them back as well (and how good 

they sound !). 
It doesn't expect you to have to make 

complicated arrangements to produce 
special trick effects — it allows two 
tracks to be recorded separately and 
then played back together. (Normally, 
of course, you would play them back 
separately to get the doubled playing 
time that four track gives you). 
In fact it's the most accommodating 

tape recorder ever made—even by 
Grundig! 
No matter how much you know—or 

don't know—about Tape Recorders, go 
toyour nearest Grundig Approved Dealer 
and have him demonstrate the TK 24. 

See and hear Grundig quality for yourself; 
the simplicity, the compactness, the styling, 

the really first rate performance of a new model 
that will stay ' new' for years. 

PRICE 55 guineas (including Microphone) 

GET THE MOST OUT OF LIFE 

GET THE 
€552331TKP4 

GRUNDIG (Great Britain) LTD. 
Advertising & Showrooms : 39/41 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I. 
Trade enquiries to : Newlands Park, Sydenham, London, S.E.26. 
(Electronics Di vision, Gas Purification & Chemical Company Limited) 

Please send me the free fully illustrated 
leaflet of the new TK24 four track 
model tape recorder and the wonder- 
ful 20 page book TOP STARS and 
GRUNDIG. 

Name_ 

Address^. 

Nearest Town 
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HOME RECORDING—(continued) 

ance—should aim at mastering the techniques as quickly and as 
thoroughly as possible. My own procedure when trying out a 
new machine is to hold the microphone 12 inches from my mouth 
and record a series of running commentaries while I vary one 
thing at a time. 

Getting the Volume Right 
Taking the Volume Control first, I set this at its half-way 

mark and record something like the following:—"I'm speaking 
twelve inches from the microphone in an ordinary conversational 
voice and the volume control is set at half; that is it's pointing 
straight up towards 12 o'clock. The magic eye is giving very 
healthy readings, in fact it's overlapping a little when it closes 
so this recording is probably over-modulating a bit and distorting. 
So we'll start to reduce the volume control setting in easy stages. 
Now the control is at about 11 o'clock and I'm still using the 
same amount of voice as before. The magic eye has quietened 
down a bit, but it's still just about closing, so the level should 
be all right. Any distortion that was present before should have 
disappeared, or at least dropped to a reasonable amount. I've 
now turned the volume down to 10 o'clock and the magic eye 
just closes if I speak peaky consonants. This is probably the best 
setting, but we'll keep reducing volume to see the effect of 
under-recording ■ ■ ." 

MAGIC EYE BAR TYPE INDICATOR 

CORRECT 
LEVEL 

TOO 
LOW 

TOO HIGH FIG. 3, 
CORRECT 

LEVEL 
TOO LOW 

Well, that's enough of that, but you will appreciate that 
replaying this recording—and experimenting, too, with the 
playback volume setting—we can learn a great deal about getting 
the right level of sound on to the tape. We have sprinkled 
enough clues throughout the commentary to establish once and 
for all the best volume control position and the associated magic 
eye indications for that kind of speaking voice at that microphone 
distance. Quite a lot when you think of it. 

Over and Under Recording 
And by the process of deduction, we can anticipate the effect 

of changing any one of the three things linked in this experiment. 
A higher volume setting, a louder voice, or a closer speaking 
distance, will give over-fierce magic eye readings and overload 
the recorder. This shows up as distorted, edgy quality particularly 
on peaks in sound, and may even give you trouble in erasing. 
That means that the over-modulated recording is still heard as 
a faint ghost of itself when you next try to record on that piece 
of tape. Incidentally, if you ever get this ghost effect you will 
find that running the tape through a couple of times in the 
Record condition, but with the volume turned right down, should 
wipe all traces of it away. 

Knowing what to expect, we can anticipate over-modulation 
and prevent it's happening. We know too that a lower volume 
setting than our carefully-established optimum, a quieter voice, 
or a more distant microphone position, will mean feeble magic 
eye readings and under-recording. ThiS is equally undesirable, 
for it makes us raise the volume setting on playback—to retain 
the required listening level—so that any inherent noise in the 
system becomes unduly prominent. 

The Other Controls 
Next, I like to turn my attention to each of the other controls 

on the recorder, again altering only one thing at a time. It 
isn't necessary for me to outline the whole procedure for you 
here, but each feature will probably suggest to you the correct 
line of approach. Ideally you are trying to find out as positively 
as possible just what each control does. We can safely leave the 
engineering types to figure out how it does it! 

You should examine in turn the tone control(s)—they will 
usually be operative on playback only, not on record—the tape 
position indicator, the other recording inputs for radio, etc., the 

Im I 9 

/ 

Above photograph shows sellolapc fitted over leader tape 
enabling easier threading. 

pause button, the superimposing and/or mixing controls if fitted, 
and of course you ought to try and discover whether any 
noticeable difference in recorded quality is obtained on the high 
and low running speeds of your machine. As you will know, 
the faster tape speeds have the advantage of potentially better 
quality. That is to say they should give you a better response to 
high-pitched sounds, and show less tendency to wobble on long 
sustained notes of music than the slower speeds. 

But these are things you should check for yourself. If your 
particular machine seems just as good at 3i or I J- inches per 
second as it does at li i/s, then there is absolutely no reason 
under the sun why you shouldn't use these speeds and double 
up on the playing time available on each reel of tape. All the 
same, if you do detect a difference, you will have to weigh the 
conflicting claims of quality and economy of tape. But the great 
thing is that you will be deciding from knowledge, and not by 
guess-work. 

More Varied Recordings 
During this first spell of activity, it is a very good idea for 

you to make as many different kinds of recording as you can, 
listening critically to the results. You will no doubt think of 
lots of things to record, but here are a few suggestions to be 
going on with: — 

(1) Wait until it's stopped raining and put the microphone out 
of the window. The sounds you pick up may not be good 
enough for the BBC Library of Sound Effects, but there is a 
good chance that you will be surprised by the " atmospheric " 
quality obtained in such a simple manner. And it isn't necessary 
to live in an aviary either. Country-dwellers may have the edge 
on Nature recordings, but town atmospheres have their own 
special ring—even if it's only a solitary l,000cc motor-cycle, 
with silencer thoughtfully removed, roaring through the echoing 
deserted streets at 2 o'clock in the morning. 

Microphone Positioning 
(2) Switch on the radio, and move the microphone all round 

it and round the room, to establish whether the radio and/or 
the microphone is directional or sounds better in one position 
rather than another. Now I know that the best way to record 
radio programmes is via a special input lead, and not through 
the microphone! This is just an experiment to find out a little 
more about the fascinating field of tape recording, and incidentally 
to give us as much practise as possible in critical listening. 

(3) Make a continuous recording of some domestic activity. 
This should be as noisy and as different from straight talk as 
possible. It should involve lots of moving about too, and 
discourage everyone from working to the microphone, on this 
occasion, because it's the effects of sounds coming from all 
random distances that we want to listen for. Possible subjects 
are bath-time, a model railway session, home music-making, etc. 
• Next Month: the main topic will be Outdoor Recording. This 
will involve us in lengthening the microphone cable and making 
a windshield. 
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R. Russell of Wyndsor demonslraled lite Victor to many interested 
visitors. 

'"PHE 1961 International Audio Festival and Fair at the Russell 
-*■ Hotel, April 6—9th was well up to the standard of the five 

previous shows from the point of view of high quality sound. 
But where tape is concerned, it can really be regarded as some- 
thing of a landmark. Very few cheap domestic recorders were 
in evidence. Instead we found that a healthy number of manufac- 
turers had decided to go for quality, hang the expense, and break 
into the semi-professional class of machine. The resulting decks 
and recorders, while useful to the pure tape enthusiast since they 
give him better reliability, may then lake their place in the quality 
home music system alongside the best disc reproducing equip- 
ment available. 

Of course this altitude to tape is not new to firms such as 
Ferrograph, Vortexion and Refleclograph, who have produced 
machines to a demanding technical specification for many years. 

■f. 

I 

1 -y 

The Beverley Sisters open the 1961 Audio Festival. 

TAPE AT THE 

AUDIO FESTIVAL 

The equipment from these manufactures follows their earlier 
pattern, except that the advent of stereo has had to be taken 
into account, and even 4-lrack operation. The new Model C 
Refleclograph gives 4-lrack recording and playback and a series 
808/4 Ferrograph is promised later in the year to give normal 
J-track operation plus the ability to replay i-track record tapes. 

Something really new always adds spice to an Exhibition, and 
we have HMV to thank this year. Their new deck, the result of 
many months design and development, made its first appearance, 
and came near to stealing the show. It is a 3 motor, 7i/3} i/s 
machine, with three i-track heads, separate record and playback 
amplifiers, clock position indicator, meter level indicator, and— 
most surprising of all—it converts to a gramophone record player 
using an EMI disc kit costing about £3 3s. This new deck which 
is very easy to operate was shown on two new HMV recorders, 
the " Voicemaster 50" and the " Voicemaster 65". These 
machines are to cost £57 15s. and £76 13s. respectively, and seem 
to include every facility that tape enthusiasts usually ask for. 
This deck is in the medium price bracket and is to be used by 
other manufacturers. In fact, Wyndsor and Sound both plan to 
build machines around it. 

Verilone and Chitnis who have also got designs on the semi-pro- 
fessional market demonstrated new British decks to be used 
on interesting new recorders. The Ven'tone " Sixteen " and a 
Console Stereo version sounded very good indeed. The Japanese 
invasion is upon us, and Sony tape recorders, imported by Tellux 
Ltd., could rival our own domestic and semi-professional 
machines. 

In all, 22 firms were exhibiting tape machines. They were as 
follows; Ampcx, Brenell, Butoba, Chitnis, EMI, Ferrograph, Fi- 
Cord, Grnndig, HMV, Mini vox, Magnavox, Philips. Refleclo- 
graph, Robuk, Simon, Sony, Sound, Telefunken, Trav-ler, Veri- 
lone, Vortexion and Wyndsor. 

The first of the Japanese invaders!—Sony of Japan. 
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TAPE AT THE 

AUDIO FESTIVAL 

A fair number of the recorders al the show were transistor 
portables. Old friends which have been the subject of our Field 
Trials were the Butoha MX 5, the Fi-Cord 1 A, the Grundig TKI, 
the Minivox, and the Aerialile Trav-ler. The EMI RE 321 pro- 
fessional model was on show and also a clockwork driven Sony 
portable. 

Microphones 
Grampian have now produced a shorter version of their 

famous DP 4 microphone, known as the DP 5. The earlier micro- 
phone was fitted to a Grampian parabolic reflector and put out 
on the verandah so that visitors could try its directional proper- 
ties. An interesting bird song recording was also demonstrated 
and proved the reflector's usefulness. Other microphones at the 
show included the full range of STC professional microphones 
to which have now been added two new cardioids, the 4106 
moving coil and the 4108 condenser. Acos featured a live versus 
recorded piano demonstration, using their Mic 44 stereo micro- 
phone, and Lustraphone had many tape recordings also. 
Mr. Pontzen of Lustraphone was kind enough to give us a pre- 
view of a new electro-magnetic microphone insert which they 
have developed. This measures only U x j in. and is intended 
for use with battery portable machines. The A KG microphones 
include domestic and professional types. The former are well 
known as recorder accessories and the latter are found in most 
broadcasting and professional recording studios. A newcomer 
is the AKG C 60. This weighs only two ounces, and may be 
used as a neck halter microphone or used on a fishing-rod type 
boom. 

More Tape Brands 
All the well-known brands of tape were represented at the 

Festival. Gevaerl of Belgium featured Mr. Leslie Guest's well- 
known colour slide and music programme with which he is at 
present touring the country. This, of course, demonstrates their 
photographic film at the same time as their recording tape. Zonal 
is another firm famous for its photographic and striped film which 
has now entered the recording tape field. The 1961 International 
Audio Festival and Fair has certainly established tape as a very 
strong rival to disc for reproducing all kinds of music, mono 
and stereo, through the best amplifiers and loudspeakers now 
available. 

ft 

P J. N. Collaro points out some of the advantages of a revolu- 
tionary new motor whose manufacturing rights he has just 

acquired. 

IN FESTIVAL 
MOOD ... 
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AND WITH CLINICAL DETACHMENT 

we OBSERVED THE PROGRESS OF TAPE IN ALL DEPTS. 
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Sisters ce-rriNfi spliced   
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Only with FI-CORD can you have it both 

ways-really HI-FI and really portable 

Don't be misled by the compact size. 
The fi-cord Is a high fidelity instru- 
ment of advanced scientific design — 
assuring true-to-life recordings. 

Frequency 50-12,000 c.p.s. ± 3db. Tape 
speeds 71 i.p.s. and 1J i.p.s. Twin track 
record/playback, using standard 31" 
spools. 

Wherever you go, you can take your 
fi-cord with you, it is ideal for adding 

the realism of sound to movie films. 
The pi-cord weighs only 41 lbs., 

measures 9J* x 5" x 2i", operates in any 
position (lid open or shut) and requires 
no power point. It runs on 4 batteries, 
rechargeable from the automatic charger 
supplied. 

Built-in speaker. Full playback volume. 
Extension speaker socket. Dynamic 
microphone with stop/start switch. 

CATCH /T- 

AND KEEP IT- WITH FI-CORD 

Write for name and address of vour nearest stockist to:— 
Fi-CORO Ltd • 40a Dover St ■ London • W1 
Tel: HYDE PARK 3448 

Complete with 
Microphone, Tape, 

Batteries and Charger 
^or with Grampian DP4/M 

Microphone 
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TEACHING TAPE 

A SPECIAL SERIES FOR BEGINNERS By I. W. JARMAN 

PART NINE 

PERMANENT 

JOINTING 

r m 

IN the previous article I dealt with editing and the splicing 
of tape using a pressure adhesive jointing tape. It was 

explained that this type of joint is of a temporary nature, 
since it can if necessary be taken apart and then remade 
without damage to the recorded material. However, there is 
another method type which can be used—the permanent joint 
—so called since once it has been made there is no way of 
taking it apart without damaging the tape. 

Permanent jointing 
In making this type of joint, two different methods are in 

general use: (a) that employing a jointing compound which 
on application to the tape base will slightly soften its surface— 
this is known as the solvent welding method, (b) that employing 
a universal jointing compound which is applied to both ends 
of the tape to be jointed and also to the patch laid over the 
joint N.B. There is another method used by some manu- 
facturers of Polyester base tapes, i.e. heat welding, but this 
method is not generally available to the public. The first of 
these methods, which can only be used on tapes with a 
cellulose acetate or PVC base (a different solvent being required 
for each type), is described here in some detail. 

To make this type of joint, in addition to jointing compound 
and the accessories needed for temporary jointing, you will 
require a small brush or dipstick (there is usually one or the 
other attached to the cap of the bottle) and a supply of 
absorbent paper. The joint can be made at right angles or 
at 45°' and to describe how to go about making it, let us 
assume that the recorded material on the tape is no longer 
required and that all that is needed is the replacement of 
the temporary joints with those of a more permanent nature. 

First, using the editing block, cut each side of the tem- 
porary joint. Then remove the tape from the block and place 
the left hand piece (coated, dull side uppermost) on a pad 
of absorbent paper. Using the small brush, apply compound 
to the last quarter of an inch of tape and with another piece 
of absorbent paper wipe off the coating. 

Next apply more compound to the part of the tape from 
which the coating has been removed and place the right hand 
piece (coated side uppermost) over it, making sure that there 
is no gap between the coatings of the left hand and right 
hand pieces. 

Finally using absorbent paper again, apply slight pressure 
to the joint and allow a few seconds for it to dry out. 

One important thing to remember when using this overlap 
method for editing a tape to improve the recorded material. 

is that because of the overlap, a quarter of an inch is lost 
with each joint made. You will see from this that the 
editing technique will differ slightly from that described in 
the previous article. With temporary jointing the cut on the 
left hand piece of tape is made as close as possible to the 
required material, but for permanent jointing using the over- 
lap method, the cut should be made a quarter of an inch 
before the required material. In other words, you mark your 
cut as before, but the actual cut will be made a quarter of 
an inch to the right of the mark. Great care should be taken 
with this jointing compound since being a solvent any spilt 
can damage not only the tape but the deck as well. 

Jointing with universal compound is the method normally used 
for jointing Polyester base tapes, but it can also be used for 
cellulose acetate or PVC bases. With both methods, care has to be 
taken to ensure that excess compound is removed on completion 
of the joint and that pressure be applied to the joint, which must 
be allowed a few seconds to dry out before playing. Professionally, 
the drying-out process is aided by slight heat application. When- 
ever splicing of the tape is necessary, the joints should be made 
carefully and accurately since a badly made joint can lead to 
a number of faults on recording. 

1. If the outer edges of the tapes are not lined up correctly, then 
the traverse of the tape across the heads could be affected result- 
ing in poor quality and variations in volume. 

2. If, when using the temporary method, the adhesive jointing 
tape overhangs the edges, or when using the jointing compounds 
any excess is left on the tape, you will find a distinct tendency 
for adjacent turns to stick together. This will cause " snatching " 
or tape bounce. 

3. Any gap left between the coatings when a joint is made will 
cause a momentary break in continuity on recording. It will be 
seen from this that the time spent ensuring that the job is done 
properly is well worthwhile. And this, of course, applies not only 
to editing but to whatever use you put your recorder. 

In the next article, I shall be dealing with some of the more 
common faults pointing out that in many cases they could be 
prevented by simple maintenance and checking. 

TAPE RECORDERS • AUDIO EQUIPMENT • DISC 
CUTTING STD & LP FROM TAPE • STUDIO 
FACILITIES • HIRE SERVICE • SALES • EXCHANGES 

HAGNEGRAPH 
I Hanway Place, London, W.I Tel: LAN 2156 
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BUILDING THE PORTABLE RECORDER 

THIS is the last article in the present series on the portable 
recorder, and it provides an opportunity to present a number 

of ideas and suggestions which have come in from readers and 
constructors during the past six months. Many constructors 
seem to have adopted the idea of making up a small diameter 
brass turntable for the take up reel, with sufficient mass and 
moment of inertia to smooth out the gear and governor flutter 
of the spring motor, but small enough to fit conveniently into 
a small carrying case. 

A Reader's Version 
Mr. C. Wilson, of Leeds, sent me down his version of this 

idea for examination and test; and, as both the tape transport 
and the electronics assembly showed novel features, I had it 
photographed. The turntable reel is supported on a heavy brass 
disc which is made a taper fit on to the motor spindle. The 
reel is secured by three vertical pins which fit the radial slots 
in the reel centre. Although not shown in the photograph, the 
supply reel is also secured to a smaller platform on a rotating 
spindle wich is fitted with an adjustable friction clutch to provide 

CR^AL 

FICIA □ 

GREEN 

WHITE 
TO TRANSISTOft AMPLIFIER 

RED 

MOVING COIL 
MIC 

GREEN 

WHITE TO TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER. 
FltlB. RED 

slight tape tension and to prevent over-running of the reel in 
portable applications. 

The transistor electronics are built on a hardboard panel with 
cutouts to take the transistor sockets and input and output 
connectors. The layout is a mirror image of my breadboard 
arrangement, but it is still easy to trace the circuit for modifica- 
tions, additions, or fault finding. Mr. Wilson had some mysterious 
faults in the bias oscillator coil which refused to oscillate even 
after two rewindings. I found that the wound coil had been 
enveloped in sticky tape before being placed in the pot cores. 
Removing the tape and rewinding the coil cured all the trouble 
and my guess is that the adhesive used in sticky tape may attack 
and soften the enamel of certain types of enamelled wire. If any 
other constructors have experienced this trouble I would be very 
interested to hear about it. Anyway, the safe thing seems to be 
to avoid this material near the wire! 
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FIG. 2A. 
In the kits which my Company now sells, C6 in the bias 

oscillator circuit has been increased from 150pfs to 250pfs; this 
makes the oscillator more efficient at lower HT voltage and an 
HT voltage of 12 volts is adequate and 14 volts should not be 
exceeded. If the bias oscillator is not working for any reason, 
such as the faulty coil mentioned above, 18 volts HT can cause 
thermal runaway and destroy the transistor. With the oscillator 
running properly I have used up to 22 volts HT for certain 
applications with no signs of trouble, but this is not to be 
encouraged unless it is known that the transistor has a high 
voltage rating. Three 4.5 volt flat torch batteries are very 
convenient. When brand new the combined voltage is 13.5 volts, 
but this rapidly falls to about 12 volts, and with intermittent 

0 

FIG. 26 

EXTRA WEIGHT 
IF REQUIRED. ~ 

FIG.2C 
use the voltage remains constant for many months. The batteries 
should be examined from time to time to make sure that they 
are not leaking or sulphaled, for such leakage is acid and it 
can completely ruin the delicate electronic components. 

In Part 4 I promised to try and find a source of microphone 
to transistor matching transformers. These are not available 
commercially to my exact specification so I have had some 

f I o 1 © 

-8-^ v"* FIG 20. 
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BUILDING THE PORTABLE 

RECORDER 

By A. TUTCHINGS PART 6—CONCLUSION 

made up and am now including them in my advertised list of 
kit components. I find that it is advisable to use an input 
transistor with a high input impedance when using this trans- 
former with a crystal microphone. Edison Swan XB103, Mullard 
OC75, B-T.H. GT33 or G.E.C. GET113 or 102 are suitable 
(fig. la). The transformer can also be reversed to match a low 
impedance moving coil microphone to transistor input with a 
very useful increase of gain when the above transistors are 
used (fig. lb). This transformer proves to have many more uses. 
It can be used to step up the voltage from a transistor pre- 
amplifier to the grid of a valve, and thus solve the problem 
where just a bit more gain is required without the complication 
of adding another transistor amplifier stage. The transformer 
should be placed as near as possible to the valve amplifier input 
as the added capacity of any length of screened cable may 
seriously limit the available high note response (fig. 1c). 

Top and Bass Compensations 
In the same way the transformer may be used to couple the 

playback head to a valve input. The same limitations as to 
lead length apply, but the effect of secondary capacity, tuning 
with the reflected head inductance, is to introduce a high note 
peak followed by a sharp cut. An 0.2 rafd condenser between 
the playback head and the transformer primary gives a useful 
bass rise by series resonance with the transformer primary 
inductance. This bass rise combined with a top lift obtained by 
judicious selection of a suitable secondary tuning capacity can 
give partial compensation of the tape-head response more or 
less " free of charge " (fig. Id). 

A recent article by Mr. J. D. Hone in the February issue 
described a method of dubbing or copying a tape, using only 
one recorder. I would like to show how many of the components 
and circuits already described may be used for this purpose. 
Many recorders may be used for dubbing by using the system 
shown in fig. 2a. The supply reel spindle and bracket, the head, 
tape guides, pressure pad, etc., are identical to those used in the 
portable recorder, and could in fact be the recorder itself. The 
master tape is transported back to back with the blank tape 
bv the capstan and pressure roller of the main recorder. 

Take up and Re-Spooling 
After leaving the capstan it may be allowed to fall into a 

shallow box and, unless the length is excessive, there is little 
risk of tangling and it may be respooled on to the supply reel 
without mishap. If the tape to be copied is a long one, then 
some system of take-up is required, and it may be spooled on 
the portable recorder turntable by placing a felt washer under 
the turntable plate to let it slip and give a gentle take-up. 
Alternatively, a separate turntable may be used, or the take-up 
reel of the main recorder may be used, as suggested by Mr. Hone. 

In some recorders it is difficult to obtain access to the capstan 
except through the normal recording channel. If the two tapes 
are fed together over the erase and record heads, and thence 
to the capstan (fig. 2b), the tape transport will be satisfactory; 
but there is a risk of spoiling the other track of the tape being 
copied by impressing a weak and backwards recording on it, due 
to its passing near the erase and record heads. The track being 
copied is OK as, due to the tape being reversed, it becomes the 
bottom track. Fig. 2c shows a silly idea of mine which 
nevertheless seems to work every time I The master tape is 
interleaved back to back with the copy tape on the take-up reel; 
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The above four photographs show (lop to bottom) the complete 
recorder, the outside and inside view of the transistor amplifier 

The complete deck before filling into case. 
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Mastertape 
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CONTAINERS 

Made for your tape library 
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BUILDING A PORTABLE RECORDER—(continued) 

as the tape is fed to the take-up reel at a constant speed so the 
master tape is also transported at the same speed. On some 
recorders, using a gravity clutch for the take-up reel, it may 
be necessary to place extra weight on the reel to keep taut the 
section of tape marked " X 

A further and even sillier idea (fig. 2d), allows a difference in 
speed between the master and copy tape! If two take-up reels 
are used, and bolted together as in Mr. Hone's system, and if 
one of them is half filled with tape, so that the diameter is 
twice that of the centre core of the empty reel—then, if the 
copy tape is secured to the larger diameter reel, the master tape 
will be transported by the smaller diameter reel at half the 
speed. Conversely, if the master tape takes up on the larger 
diameter reel it will be pulled past the extra head at twice the 
speed of the copy tape. I agree that if the recording is a long 
one the speed ratio will change slightly due to the different rate 
of build up on the two reels, but for such a simple system you 
can't have everything, can you? 

The output of the kit head is of the order of 1 millivolt and 
this signal may be used in several ways to feed the main recorder. 
In order of simplicity they are:—(a) Feed head directly into 
mic socket of the main recorder, (b) Feed head through 10:1 
auto transformer mentioned above to mic socket of the main 
recorder, (c) Feed head via single stage transistor pre-amplifier 
to radio input of the main recorder, (d) Feed head via single 
stage amplifier and the equaliser (described in Pan 3 of this 
series) to the mic input of the main recorder, (e) Feed head 
through two stage transistor amplifier and equaliser (portable 
recorder or similar circuit) to radio input of the main recorder. 

I don't think I have to apologise for spending so much time 
on this tape copying business. The portable recorder is after all 
an adjunct to the main static home recorder, and if it can be 
made to do a further useful job, then so much the better! 

MraasoyNO 
THE METRO-SOUND 

RANGE OF TAPE RECORDER 

ACCESSORIES 

KLENZATAPE—for cleaning Tape Recorder Heads 
Complete kit, 12/6d. Fluid Refills, 3/lld. 

METRO-SPLICER—for both Recording Tape and 
8 mm. Cine-Film—Complete with Film Emulsion 
Scraper and spare Cutting Unit, 15/-. 
Spare Scrapers, 1/-. Spare Cutting Units 2/6d. 

The Original METRO-TABS—for making positive 
identification of Recordings AT A GLANCE— 
3/lld. complete with Index. 

Tape Deck Cleaning Brash—made from specially 
shaped feather-soft non-scratch Nylon, 2/6d. each. 

The above items now complete with many spares 
in the 

METRO-SOUND TAPE ACCESSORIES SET 
lavishly mounted and luxuriously packaged for 
only £2 2s. Od. (Normal Total Retail Value 

£2 4s. 9d.). 

Sole Manufacturers: 

The METRO-SOUND Mfg. Co. Ltd. 
19a Buckingham Road, London, N.I. (CLIssold 8S06/7) 
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Readers9 Problems 

Fade Erase 
Dear Sir:—I was most interested in the article "Tape Recorder 

Workbench—No. 13" on Fade Erase. I am contemplating 
incorporating this modification in my recorder, using the method 
depicted in fig. 3 of the article. However, I have a couple of 
queries which perhaps you can answer for me. They are:—(1) The 
recorder is a " Baird Soundmaster " (Serial No. 8148) with the 
de luxe version of the Mk. II. This recorder has been out of 
production for some years. Can you tell me the impedance of 
the erase head? (2) Am I correct in assuming that wire wound 
potentiometers and resistor should be used, or will the carbon 
type do? 

If you are unable to answer query No. I, perhaps you can 
suggest to whom I should write. 1 am not sure of the present 
address of the Baird Co. 

Yours faithfully, F. P. M., Wcynioulh, Dorset. 
I must confess that I have been unable to find out exactly the 

impedance of the erase head on your machine, but I understand 
that a figure of 380 ohms would be a reasonable approximation. 

You should certainly use wire-wound potentiometers, and I 
think it would be preferable for the resistor, though a 2 watt 
carbon type could be used. I hope you have success with the 
modification. 

Hum on Playback 
Dear Sir:—I have a Telefunken 4-track 76K Tape Recorder, 

and as you will already know it has facilities for listening to 
one track, whilst recording on another, but the one drawback 
to this is the fact that the outcoming signal is too weak to hear 
properly. I do not think that this is an isolated fault of my 
own particular recorder, as it has just had a 100% overhaul. 
1 have tried amplifying the signal through an amplifier, but I 
get a terrific hum which renders the signal inaudible. The noise 
resembles open circuit hum. Could you please help in the 
matter? Is there any inexpensive type of small amplifier, say, 
2 watts which might serve my purpose? 

Yours faithfully, E. T. W., Balham, S.W.12. 
I suspect that your trouble is caused by earth currents in the 

lead connecting the 76AT to your amplifier. Assuming that the 
amplifier is not an AC/DC device, it should be quite possible to 
amplify satisfactorily. However, with continental machines it is 
often necessary to make an earth connection directly, and not 
through a signal lead via other equipment. You may well find 
that experiment along these lines will help, but if you are still in 
difficulties I suggest you contact the makers' representatives in 
this country, who are:— Welmec Corp. Ltd., 147 The Strand, 
London, W.C.2. 

Poor Bass Response 
Dear Sir:—My equipment consists of a Collaro Mk. IV tape- 

deck, a Linear LT.45 amplifier, plus an Armstrong Stereo-Twelve 
radiogram chassis which I am using for playback purposes (in 
conjunction with the low-power output from the LT.4S, of 
course). 

My particular problem is a poor bass response. This, I believe 
to be due to a recording deficiency, as—when playing tapes 
recorded on a friend's instrument—there is a fully satisfactory 
low frequency response as well as an adequate " top ". Further- 
more, easing the tension on the pressure pads when replaying 
provides evidence that there is ample bass response on playback 
(with, of course, great loss of treble). 

I shall be glad if you can advise me on how to obtain an 
increased low frequency emphasis when recording, and—for your 
guidance—I enclose a copy of the circuit diagram and list of 
component values Yours faithfully, N. B., Halifax. 

/ have been through the circuit you enclosed, most carefully, 
and cannot find any cause therein for a loss of bass response 

during recording. I have, of course, to assume that there is no 
fault in the equipment and, in the light of your comment about 
the playback of tape recorded elsewhere, this brings me to one 
possibility only. I suspect the trouble to lie in the amount of 
recording bias being fed to the head. If the bias level were too 
low for the tape you are using, the level of treble would be 
greatly increased, giving the same effect as too little bass. Such 
an incorrect level could be due to an incorrect adjustment, an 
ageing valve, or very easily, use of a different brand of tape. 

It must not, of course, be forgotten that were the other machine 
to record less treble, that would also have the effect of making 
the bass more prominent. If you are in a position to play a tape 
record for comparison purposes, this would give a datum line 
to which other information can be related. 

Tape Connections 
Dear Sir:—My equipment consists of (a) An Avantic SPA.II 

Stereo Amplifier and Control Unit; (b) A Truvox Tape Deck and 
type "C" Amplifier; (c) A Garrard 4HF Unit with GCS.10/1 
Pickup. The various outputs and inputs are: (a) Amplifier. Inputs, 
Pickup: 600mV into 1.2 ohm; Tape: 100 mV into 100 Kohm. 
Output, Tape. 70 mV from 30 K ohm inpcdance source, (b) Tape 
Amplifier. Output and Input: 0.5V at i megohm, (c) Pickup. 
Output: Not known. 

My queries are: (1) Can I connect the Tape Amplifier Output 
to the Amplifier " Tape " Input? If not, what must I do? 

(2) Can I connect the Amplifier " Tape " output to the Tape 
Amplifier input? If not, what must I do? 

(3) In many books there is much written about " impedance 
matching but little said about what to do to achieve it. Could 
you recommend a book giving details of what one should do if 
the " ins " and " outs " are different? 

(4) Is the earth of a 3-point mains plug suitable for earthing the 
amplifier, also for earthing an FM tuner? 

Yours faithfully, W. W. B., Carlisle. 

1. You cannot conned the tape amplifier output to the amplifier 
tape input, adjusting the input by means of the tape amp. v.c. I 
should expect results to be entirely satisfactory; if not, I suggest 
connecting 100 K i-watl resistor across tape amplifier output 
leads. 

2. You can conned the amplifier tape output to the tape amp. 
input, but you will probably not get anything like enough signal 
to load the amplifier and modulate the tape fully, in which case 
you will be obliged to work from the amplifier 1.5 terminals, 
which is less satisfactory as this is a low impedance source, and 
would involve modification of the tape amplifier input, or taking 
a special lapping from another point in the amplifier circuit. Your 
dealer will advise you on this point, if you take the appropriate 
circuit diagrams with you. Alternatively, you could try a fVal 
Gain transistor input, but in this case you would need to pad 
down the amp. tape output to about 1 mV as the Wal Gain has a 
gain of 100 to I. 

3. The principles of impedance matching have been covered in 
two recent articles in Hi-Fi News, with particular reference to 
pickups, where problems most frequently arise. The principles 
of matching are the same in other cases, but instructions for the 
application of these principles vary according to the circuitry 
employed. In 2 above, the problem is not primarily one of 
impedance matching, but of inadequate sensitivity of the tape 
amplifier for the tape amplifier output, which is a much more 
difficult matter to deal with. 

4. The amplifier and tuner should be earthed at one point only, 
and the connection from this point to earth is best made directly 
to an external earth, such as a copper rod in moist earth. The 
third pin of a mains plug usually travels a long way before 
reaching the ground, but will do well enough if an extension earth 
is difficult to install. 
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The Tandberg Series 6 is a'no-compromise' instrument 

capable of delivering consistently fine'professional'quality 

when used with comparable amplifier and speaker systems 

A 

& 
(•> 

/ 

Li"/ 

TiUtllhtn'IJ stereo tape deck 

3 Speeds 4 Tracks 3 Heads 

Features include 

Free-Standing or Build-in Teak Cabinet 
Flawless Technical Specification 
High and low level mixer inputs & cathode follower outputs 
Two Recording and Two Playback Amplifiers 
"On and Off the tape" monitoring 
Sound-on-Sound Simultaneous record and playback 

RETAIL PRICE IIO gns 

FROM SPECIALIST TAPE RECORDER 4 HI-FI DEALERS 

Tandberg GB ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LTD 
EDWARD STREET • TEMPLAR STREET - LEEDS 2 
TELEPHONE: LEEDS 3-6111 (7 lines) 

ESSEX TAPE RECORDER CENTRES 

^ LONDONS LARGEST 

TAPE RECORDING 

SPECIALISTS 

| ALL THESE RECORDERS ARE IN \ 
STOCK . . . AND MORE TOO . . . ( 
Alba Harting Elizabethan 
Amplion HMV Fcrro graph 
BrcncJI Korting Gainsborough 
Butoba Philips Peto-Scott 
Casian Reps Reflectograph 
Clarion Saga tone Rcgontonc 
Cossor Simon Teiefunkcn 
Crown Sound Veritone 
Elpico Fi-Cord Spectone Stella 

Vortexion 
Walter 

Fidelity Truvox Wyndsor 
Grundig Uher 

NO 
INTBReST 

% FREE CATALOGUES.PAMPHLETS ETC. 
^ FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE 
^ FREE AFTER SALE SERVICING 
% FREE TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
^ FREE HOME DEMONSTRATIONS 

^ CALL AT OUR LONDON SHOWROOMS WHERE YOU MAY 
SEE HEAR & COMPARE ANY OF THE RECORDERS 
FROM OUR TREMENDOUS RANGE OF OVER 
250 MODELS. 

ADDRESSES 
2. MARYLAND POINT STATION. 205, HIGH ST.NORTH. EAST HAM 
STRATFORD. LONDON,E.I5.(HH0 OFFICl) LONDON,6.6. (OPP.EAST HAM STN.) 

telephone:maryland 5879 telephone:grangewooo6/^? 

& 
w 
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Sound 

and 

Cine 

"GENRE" • ANIMATION 

PUPPETRY 

by R. GOLDING 

Dorothy Rogers manipulates her paper sculp- 
ture puppets before shooting off another single 
frame. The set way made in her living room 

and measured 6 x 4 ft. 
T AST month in my review of Scenario type films popular with 

the amateur, I concluded with a reference to avant-garde 
live-action filming. Most competitions include avant-garde in the 
Genre section owing to the experimental nature of both treat- 
ment and technique involved. " Genreof course, has un- 
limited possibilities, and one of its fascinations is that there are 
no rules that have to be followed, even with animation. You 
just go on breaking new ground all the time, inventing new 
techniques to keep up with your imagination. 

The Theme 
One of the most imaginative avant-garde film makers in Europe 

is Harry Kumel of Belgium and his latest film—Anna La Bonne 
—is based on a Cocteau poem. It is a simple but effective story 
told by an unseen narrator of the housemaid of a wealthy and 
popular demi-mondaine. Anna, the maid, murders her mistress 
because she is jealous of her beauty and her sex-appeal, but 
she slowly becomes affected by the crime, realising that she will 
ever remain " Anna la Bonne" until she commits suicide, and 
even afterwards. On this framework Kumel has created a 
series of moods dominated by colour. The text is divided into 
six verses, each one forming a separate flashback in the tortured 
mind of Anna. 

The first verse is a sort of recall of the beauty of the mistress 
—Annabelle Lee. Although dead she is still beautiful. Her 
spirit begins to haunt Anna in a setting dominated by an overall 
green colour-cast with Annabelle Lee in a red dress to express 
her voluptuousness. The second phase has a rich yellow cast 
and sets the mood for introducing the gay and wealthy crowd 
who used to flock to pay homage to the mistress. All Anna's 
daily occupations are set in green but when the sound track 
speaks of her guilt—" one does not kill—it is one's hand! ", the 
hand comes into picture in slow motion and lit in red. 

Watching The Colour Balance 
All the colour changes in the film are smooth owing to 

KumeTs care to cut or to pan from an introductory colour before 
placing the appropriate filter over the lens. An example—a 
scene is dominated by red and green, the text speaks of flowers; 
we pan to discover a bouquet of yellow tulips before cutting 
to the following scene which is completely in a yellow tone. 
This scene is all yellow, the narration brings in something which 
happened suddenly—the murder—and we get a quick cut to a 
double impression of a macro-photographed eye that is all red; 
thus the next scene is prepared for a shot of Annabelle Lee, 
lying in a red dress, dead on a golden bed. It is a startling 
film, even for Harry Kumel, and the technique he used won 
him the Cannes Grand Prix although the film lasts only five 
minutes. 

'.B 

3S*/' 
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Painted Sound Track 
For Stuart Wynn Jones, on the other hand, five minutes is a 

long time. Short Spell, his most successful film, is just a 100 ft. 
in length and was made without camera or recording equipment 
but by drawing directly on to 35mm clear film stock. The 
film follows a simple formula; an alphabet where each word 
is turned immediately into its picture and providing 26 amusing 
variations on a single theme. The visuals are explosive but it 
is the narrow hand-painted soundtrack that really commands 
attention. It is a series of dots and wiggles, nothing more, but 
amazingly affective and a result of his long study and endless 
experiments in expressing rhythms visually. 

Since this film he has made two orthodox cartoons, painting 
on celluloid, based on pure geometrical and oscilloscope patterns 
with musique-concrete' sound tracks compiled from extended 
sessions of recording with tape loops and varying capstans. 

The orthodox method of cartooning is quite involved but there 
are many amateurs who derive great pleasure and satisfaction 
from it, achieving forms of plastic design unknown in terms of 
natural life. Firstly a treatment must be written and broken 
down into a number of sketches onto a storyboard. The scenes 
on the storyboard are then timed and charted together with the 
proposed music and affects. The chosen music, speech and 
sound effects are recorded first, before any actual painting is 
attempted, because in animation it is simpler to match the 
visuals to the track rather than the reverse. 

Track Reading 
Reading the track consists of running the film through a 

sound head, or the tape round a magnetic head, slowly so that 
only a series of groans and grunts is reproduced, and marking 
synchronisation points on the film frame or the tape with a 
wax pencil. These details are then transferred to camera in- 
struction charts known as " dope sheets ", marked off in numbers 
of frames and completed camera instructions such as " pan 
south 20 frames " etc. 

For conventional movement it is necessary to use celluloid 
sheets against which the background can be visible. The sheets 
of "eels" must be numbered and have a pair of registration 
holes along one edge. These holes fit over corresponding pegs 
on the animation board or rostrum. When the drawings are set 
up we have, from bottom to top, (a) the background (b) the 
parts of the drawing which do not move (c) the eels (d) a 
pressure plate glass to prevent the eels cockling under the heat 
of the lamps. Animation is obtained by changing the top eels 
in order and exposing a single, double or treble frame for 
each one. 

(continued overleaf) 
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1961 HI-FI YEAR BOOK 

vV 

m 

m 

NOW 

AVAILABLE 

from your local 

newsagent or bookseller 

or direct from the 

Publishers 

Price 10/6 

(Plus postage 1/3) 

• 6th YEAR OF PUBLICATION • COMPLETELY REWRITTEN • OVER 500 ILLUSTRATIONS • 
800 ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT LISTED • THE MOST COMPLETE BOOK OF ITS KIND IN THE 

WORLD • ARTICLES BY LEADING TECHNICAL WRITERS • 

MILES HENSLOW PUBLICATIONS LTD., 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.I 
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Sound anil Cine — continued 

This is the technique favoured for most T.V. Commercials and 
was chosen by the Grasshopper Group for the now famous 
Battle of Wangapore. This film took John Daborn and his team 
two years, working by post, to make, for over a thousand draw- 
ings on eel alone had to be painted. 

Bob Godfrey, who has since graduated to making Commercials 
and is the producer of the Do it Yourself T.V. Cartoon Kit, 
a brilliant skit, chose a less complicated method for his first 
film Watch the Birdie by using coloured cutouts. This film is a 
six minute animated guide to the habits of the Ungle-Wungle 
bird, particular tribute being paid to its courage, adaptability 
and courting technique. The film took him six weekends to 
make and is perhaps the most successful amateur cartoon in 
existence. Although not such a techical lour de force as 
Wangapore, it has a sharper wit and the style of draughtsman- 
ship is highly original, owing nothing to Disney. It cost £60 
to produce, of which over half went on the music copyright. 
Nowadays, under his commercial set-up, he tells me, it would 
cost in the region of £3,000 to produce a similar film. 

Puppets 
Although it helps, artistic ability is not all essential in making 

animated films, while imagination certainly is. For instance, the 
small plastic toy models selling for 2d. or 3d. each can easily 
be converted to pliable puppets by some skilful work with 
30-amp fuse wire, and a costume-epic mounted on a table top. 
Toy soldier animation can be quite rewarding especially if 
human and animal movement has been studied in any degree. 
Different human movements take place at different speeds and 
can be observed and timed with a stop watch. The best way 
to study complicated movement is to run a live-action film 
through an animated viewer and watch the changes, frame by 
frame, making sketches as you go. 

This was the method used by Dorothy Rogers for her paper 
sculpture puppet film Spring in the air, a love story set to a 
Mozart flute quartet track. Her final sloryboard consisted of 115 
water-colour sketches each with a detailed breakdown on move- 
ment and timing. 

Puppetry is hard work and involves hours of careful effort 
for a minimum number of frames in the can. On the other 
hand—Pixilation—can achieve a similar effect, by using live 
actors, in a much shorter space of time. It is also more fun. 
The technique is to shoot at 8 fps for fast motion and intercut 
with slop motion. With stop motion you use the single frame 
as fast as you can while the actors go through their movement 
naturally. This gives an effect of jerky animation and the 
actors behave as puppets with magical properties. 

Giving life to Still Pictures 
The " Slillie" technique is finding new popularity. Once it 

was confined to the exploration of church windows, telling the 
story by an exploring camera which used a variety of tricks to 
give movement and life to the still subject. Now, still pictures 
are being used in all sorts of contexts; to tell the history of 
the U.S.A., to sell Tyrol on T.V., to make a most entertaining 
amateur film on the roaring twenties with a glorious traditional 
jazz backing. This film. Two Studies of Jazz, uses a variety 
of zooms and mixes to make its impact, and because the technique 
is simple and does not involve lots of painstaking effort I expect 
to see it repeated in a number of forms before too long. 

Generally the animated film and the whole art of single 
frame shooting is experiencing a major revolution, and a multi- 
plication of styles and techniques is causing it to extend its 
range as a creative medium in its own right. 

Strongly influenced by posters, exhibitions and the styling of 
commercial products contemporary animators, amateurs and pro- 
fessional, are moving away from Disney's brand of fairytale 
realism and are trying to discover a sort of graphic symbolism. 
Saul Bass is the man to watch in this respect. His method is 
to extract the graphic root of the film's theme and exploit it 
in his titles; the tears, for instance, in Bon jours Trislesse, the 

■n 

i 

Stuart Wynn Jones, well known to our readers, adjusts the 
pressure plate at his rostrum. 

bullet holes on the Goya engravings for The Pride and the 
Passion, the old presscuttings in Cowboy. 

The emphasis, for our contemporary animated film maker, 
must be on legibility and the direct impact. The new photo- 
graphic techniques enabling the direct use of the artist's original 
drawings, the use of electronics to control camerawork and even 
picture quality, the outlets nowadays in Television; all these 
can raise animation to a new and glorious level. 

Even if your first attempts at animations are confined to titles 
alone for your documentary or scenario film, you can achieve 
this impact if you plan them as an essential part of the picture, 
intended to add to or establish the mood in those difficult 
moments at the beginning of the film. 

A last word on animation—-Peter Pearse of Southend is one 
of this year's Ten Best winners with his cartoon film—The Happy 
Prince. The cartoon is based on an Oscar Wilde poem and uses 
still drawings all the way through. Working entirely alone 
through the winter he painted all the visuals and photographed 
them himself. The only assistance from outside was with the 
narration and music mixing for the final optical sound track. 

if 
/ou think 

that all brands of 
recording tape are alike... 

wait 
till YOU 

try 

V 

•H 

u 

•HI 

Ferrosheen Process 

WILMEX (DISTRIBUTORS) LIMITED isi-iss ciapham High St., s.w.4 
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You'll hear nothing but good 

of ZO NAT APE 

This is hardly surprising if we tell you that 
Zonal Magnetic Coatings are those most 
commonly used in film, broadcasting and 
television studios. 

It is against this professional background 
of experience and exacting standards that we 
present Zonatape as the new standard in J" 
quality tape for home recorders. 

If you would like to hear more about 
Zonatape write to us for leaflet "The Basis 
of Every Good Magnetic Recording" and 
the name of your nearest Zonatape dealer. 

Zonal Film (Magnetic Coatings) Ltd. The Tower, Hammersmith Broadway, London W.6. Riverside 8741 

f) 
SEE PAGE 198 

FOR A COMPLETE REVIEW OF... 

MODEL "C" 

TAPE PRE-AMPLIFIER 
A MULLARD DESIGN INCORPORATING PUSH PULL 
FERROXCUBE OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMER AND THREE 
SPEED TREBLE EQUALISATION BY A RESONATE CIRCUIT 
INCORPORATING POT CORE INDUCTOR. 

✓""7^ 

□ a 

Available a$ a Complace Kit of Parts .. £14.0.0 
Supplied Assembled and Tested  £17.0.0 
TERMS: Deposit £3.8.0 and 12 monthly payments of £1.4.11. 
The ideal "link" to provide the correct oscillator matching and speed equalisation for most high grade tape heads ... it truly records the original sound for replay through existing high fidelity amplifier systems. Can be supplied accurately matched to operate with TRUVOX .. . WEARITE . . . BRENELL or COLLARO tape decks and we offer special "COMBINED PRICES" as follows. 
(■) Th«CpU.ARO "Studio" Deck with the Model "C" Preamplifier and POWER SUPPLY UNIT . . . ASSEMBLED AND TESTED  £29.10.0 H.P. TERMS . . , Deposit £5.18.0, 12 monthly payments of £2.3.1 (b) ib^-b^lhe T^PE "C" unit and POWER UNIT supplied as COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS £26.10.0 H.P. TERMS . . . Deposit £5.6.0, 12 monthly payments of £1.18.10 (c) The COLLARO Mk. Iv "TRANScRIPTOR" DECK with the Model "C" PREAMPLIFIER and POWER UNIT . . . ASSEMBLED and TESTED   £35 n 0 H.P. TERMS . . . Deposit £7.0.0, 12 months at £2.11.4 (d) A* above but the Model "C" PREAMPLIFIER and POWER UNIT supplied as a COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS .. £32.0.0 H.P. TERMS . , . Deposit £6.8.0, 12 monthly payments of £2.6.11 NOTE.—The Transcriptor it supplied by Messrs. Collar© with the Deck Switch Banks UN WIRED. we will complete this wiring for an extra charge of £1.0.0 alternatively we will supply with the Deck the relative Switch Wiring Diagram. 
• Ttl?«.T.?.yyOX. oii;.yj»R?5hJincorpf>ratin^ P,u»« Control and Rev. Counter) with the Model "C" PRE- AMPLIFIER and POWER UNIT . . . ASSEMBLED and TESTED   £40.0.0 
... TIERMS • • • Deposit £8.0.0, and 12 months at £2.18.8 (f) As above but the Model "C" PREAMPLIFIER and POWER UNIT supplied as a COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS .. £36.10.0 
, . H.P. TERMS . . . Deposit £7.6.0. 12 monthly payments of £2.13.6 («) The BRENELL Mk. V Deck with the Model "C" PREAMPLIFIER and POWER UNIT . . . ASSEMBLED AND TESTED     £46.0.0 H.P. TERMS . . , Deposit £9.4.0 and 12 months at £3.7.6 (h) As above but the Model "C" PREAMPLIFIER and POWER UNIT supplied as a COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS .. £43.0.0 
iti H.P. TERMS . . . Deposit £8.12.0, 12 monthly payments of £3.3.1 (i) The WEARITE MODEL "4" Deck with ASSEMBLED and TESTED Model "C" PREAMPLIFIER and POWER UNIT mcorporati' -•   - H.P. TERMS •ating WEARITE HEADLIFT TRANSFORMER. Etc. . . . Deposit £11.4.0 and 12 months at £4.2.1 

A COMPLETE TAPE AMPLIFIER PROVIDING 
BOTH RECORDING and REPLAY FACILITIES 
MODEL 
HF/TR3 

Available as a Complete Kit of Parts £13.13.0 
Supplied assembled and tested £17.0.0. 
H.P. Terms . . . Deposit £3.8.0, and 12 months £1.4.11 The Mullard Type "A" design incorporating three speed treble coualisation by a resonate circuit incorporating a Ferroxcube Pot Core Inductor. Can be supplied accurately matched to the . . . Truvox— Wearitc—BrenoM and Collaro Tape Decks, and we offer Special "Combined Prices" as follows:— (a) Complete Kit to build the HF/TR3 Amplifier together with the Collaro "Studio" Deck H.P. Terms: Deposit £5.4.0, 12 monthly payments of £1.18.2 (b) As above but with the HF/TR3 supplied assembled and tested H.P. Terms: Deposit £5.18.0, 12 monthly payments of £2.3.4 (c) Complete Kit to build the HF/TR3 together w''h the New Truvox Mk. VI Tape Deck H.P. Terms: Deposit £7.6.0, 12 monthly p.>yments of £2.13.6 (d) As above but with HF/TR3 supplied assembled and Tested H.P. Terms: Deposit £8.0.0, 12 monthly payments of £2.18.8 (e Complete Kit to build the HF/TR3 Amplifier with the Brenell Mk. V Deck Tape H.P. Terms: Deposit £8.8.0, 12 monthly payments of £3.1.7 (f) As above but with HF/TR3 supplied assembled and tested H.P. Terms: Deposit £9.2.0, 12 monthly payments of £3.6.9 (g) The assembled and tested HF/TR3 Amplifier with the Wearitc Model 4A Deck, incorporates Wearitc Head Lift Transformer, etc. . . £55.0.0 H.P. Terms: Deposit £11.0.0, 12 monthly payments of £4.0,8 Carriage and Insurance on each above is 10/- extra Attractive Portable Case is available to accommodate the Truvox or Collaro Tape Decks and we offer it together with Rola/Celcstion 10x6 Loudspeaker — Acos Crystal Microphone —and 1.200 ft. Spool E.M.I. Tape—All for £9.0.0, Carriage and Insurance 5/- extra 

£26.0.0 

£29.10.0 

£40.0.0 

£45.10.0 

CARRIAGE and INSURANCE on each above is 10/- extra 
STERN RADIO 
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.... tape recorder workbench 

No. 22 AC/DC CONNECTIONS 

by A. Bartlett Still 

TT is a very pleasant thought that there are new readers of our 
A magazine every month, and I am sure that I will be 
forgiven for hoping that a number of them will be new 
readers of this column! The letters that come in very often 
show that new readers do not always bring new problems; there 
are a number that keep cropping up, problems that have per- 
haps already been dealt with in these pages. 

Normally, it would not be fair to the " Old Faithfuls" to 
keep repealing information previously given, but I feel sure 
they will overlook an occasional repetition if the subject is of 
sufficiently wide interest, or is of great importance. On these 
latter grounds I make no apologies for further notes on a 
subject that fi.st appeared in "Tape Recorder Workbench" No. 8 
in January I960. This concerns the connection of a tape recorder 
to a radio or T.V. set. These days, most recorder instruction 
booklets tell you how to record from radio or t.v. by con- 
necting to the " Ext L.S." sockets, or give details of what has 
come to be known as a " Diode " connection—a modification 
to the circuit that can easily be fitted, either by yourself or 
the local dealer. 

Play Safe! 
The important thing is this: a number of Radios and nearly 

all T.V. sets are of what is referred to as the " AC I DC " variety, 
and they do not have a mains transformer. With such sets, 
and this cannot be too strongly stressed, a direct connection to 
a tape recorder could be dangerous, even lethal. Incidentally, 
it is not often that you get good recording from them because 
of a high level of mains hum. In an AC/DC set the chassis 
is connected to one side of the mains supply, but this is safe 
enough because the set is so constructed that no metal parts 
can be touched in normal operation. A tape recorder is not 
so constructed. Its chassis is protected from the mains and so 
is safe to touch. But when the two are joined together the 
unprotected T.R. chassis is connected to the mains through the 
T.V. set; hence the danger. 

240/240 V. 
TRANSFORMER 

T.V. SET 

r i WW nnx 
CHASSIS 

MAINS. 

FIC.I. 
,41:1 isolating transformer should be used on AC/DC equipment. 

The safe way to overcome this problem is to provide the 
missing transformer. An isolating transformer should be used 
to feed the mains to the receiver, whose chassis may then be 
earthed with complete safety. I am repeating a diagram which 
I gave before, and which shows the correct form of connection. 
A good dealer or competent electrician will be able to give 
further advice if required. 

A tape deck that I have had for a number of years now, 
and which, incidentally, has given me great cause for satisfaction, 
is the Truvox Mk. III. Its particular failing (and I have never 
yet found a tape deck without one failing) lies in the looseness 
of the spooling during Fast Forward and Rewind. A cry for help 
from a reader that appeared in " Readers Problems" last 
February showed that he had similar trouble (though not 

* - » 

1 

\q O J  
O 

Position A shows new tape guide for modification to Truvox. 
Dotted line—old lace up. Continuous line new lake up. 

necessarily a similar deck). From a fellow Truvox owner in 
Oxford comes a suggestion that I believe will provide the cure. 

He had added the extra pillar, marked 'A' in the diagram, 
as close to the spools as possible. For fast winding, the tape 
is taken round this pillar as shown. The modification does, 
apparently, tighten the wind though it will not necessarily tidy 
it. The pillar is made of a spacer and two washers, the spacer 
being—and this is important—a few thousandths of an inch over 
the nominal quarter inch. If the spacer is exactly a quarter 
of an inch the tape will tend to bind and chafe at the edges, 
but the addition of a piece of paper between the spacer and on 
the washers does the trick—the clearance required is no more 
than that. 

A Truvox Braking Tip 
Following on from this very useful tip, the same reader queries 

whether the braking on the Truvox deck might be too fierce 
for double play tape, particularly with the modification added. 
The form of electric braking adopted is very efficient, but 
should be smooth enough in operation; damage would normally 
be caused by " snatching ". However it is fairly easy to decrease 
the braking force, as follows: 

The amplifier H.T., being D.C.. is applied to the trailing 
motor through a resistor to limit the current. The value of 
this resistor normally recommended by the makers is 1 kOhm, 
but this must obviously only be correct for a certain H.T. 
voltage. If it is suspected that braking is loo fierce, there 
would be no harm in locating this resistor and increasing its 
value to about 1.5 kOhm, or whatever value is found to be 
suitable. This can be done by replacement or by adding a 
second resistor in series with the first. It should be noted that 
quite a high wattage rating is needed here, it would probably 
be advisable to use a wire-wound component. 

Finally, a word or two about Static. On some tape decks, 
particularly those of continental origin which tend to use a lot 
of plastic in their construction, all manner of sparks and fire- 
works can be seen when fast winding. This will be most 
apparent if the machine is normally kept in a warm dry place. 
Nowadays static will not normally harm a recording because 
most tape oxide is sufficiently conducting to discharge any static 
voltage that may tend to build up on the tape itself, but the 
sparks from spool to deck can be quite frightening. The 
remedy is to clean and polish the spools and deck regularly 
with one of the silicone furniture creams. Quite apart from 
helping to keep your machine looking spick and span, the 
conductive film will defeat any voltage build-up. 
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IT'S MUCH MORE FUN 

ADDING SOUND WITH 

CinGGOi-dQf THE 

... because it's so much easier! 

REGO. TRADE MARK Pats. 
Pending 

mm 
% 

CinQcordar 

The Cinecorder gives you 
amongst a host of unique 
features: 

★ Extra fine tone and volume. 

■k Separate loudspeaker in lid to 
stand by screen. 

★ Special Tape Timer for accu- 
rate film analysis and sound- 
track timing. 

★ Tape Lift Lever for easier 
cueing. 

★ Novel "Shiftrack" Tape Con. 
trol for superimposing com- 
mentary over background 
music or effects. 

★ Comprehensive instruction 
book. 

ASK YOUR DEALER 
or write for full particulars to 

KGIVI electronics Ltd 

Bardolph Road, Richmond, 

Surrey RIC 7171 (5 lines) 

Qn«corder, the tape re- 
corder with special facilities 
formerly found only on 
professional equipment, 
makes it so much easier to 
record sound tracks for Alms 
and compile feature tapes- 
Like other J track tape 
recorders, the Cinecorder 
records and plays to inter- 
national track standards on 
plain or perforated tape. 

"Clnetape" available separa- 
tely fives you 100% projec- 
tion sync with other tape 
recorders but only the 
Cinecorder has the novel 
features that make it so 
much simpler to record the 
sound In sync in the first 
place. 

Cinecorder accessories are 
available includinf tape 
sprocket units for the 
Coupler to Bauer TIOS, 
Bolex M8R, Eumif Imperial, 
Synchromat Unit for Noris 
Super Synchrona, Zelss Movi- 
lux 8A and some other 8mm 
projectors. Cinetape editing 
accessories are also available- 

See us at 

STAND 111 

Photo-cine Fair 

A QUARTER 

OF A CENTURY 

For 25 years we have been buying and selling— 

CLASSICAL RECORDS AND 
HI-FI EQUIPMENT 

We are also willing to accept your unwanted tape 
recorder for cash or in exchange for other— 

EQUIPMENT 

Write, if you cannot call, for lists of— 

RECOMMENDED USED & 
NEW ITEMS 

H. C. HABRIDGE 

8 MOOR STREET, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, W.I 
GERrard 7108 

Hours of business: Mon. Tues. Wed. 10-5.30. Fri. 
10-7. Sat. 9-5. Thursday closed all day 

PSYCHO-TAPES & DISCS 

LEARN WHILST YOU SLEEP . . . 

Our latest release is the 

NEW SLEEP-TUTOR TAPE 
by which you can learn the subject of your choice. 

Other releases include: 

HOW TO PASS EXAMS SELF HYPNOSIS 

POSITIVE PERSONALITY SUPER MEMORY 
and our 

UNIQUE PERSONALISED TAPE SERVICE 

For full details post this coupon NOW 

To EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LTD. 
Dept. 13, 27 York Road, llford, Essex 

Please send free brochure under plain cover. 
NAME  
ADDRESS  

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASEj 
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TAPE, RECORDERS & ACCESSORIES 

FIRST DETAILS OF NEW PRODUCTS 

• We remind our readers that notices of equipment listed and Illustrated in this monthly feature are in no sense reviews. When 
figures, specifications and diagrams are published, these data are extractions from manufacturers' lists. When samples of this 
equipment are submitted for test, they are passed to our technical contributors, whose reports are published in a separate section. 

presentation case finished in blue and grey is used to house the 
instrument, which incorporates an amplifier designed to hi-fi 
standards. 

Manufactured by: Chilnis Electronics Ltd., 66 Bolsover Street, 
* London, W.l. 

r- 

A 1961 DANISH 
" INVADER" 

THE 
MOVICORDER 

VALDEMAR POULSEN, the Danish Scientist, who in 1898 
first discovered the basic idea of magnetic recording, would 

be proud to see the latest tape recorder to come from that 
same country, called the Movicordcr. The Movicorder Stereo 11 
is capable of stereo and monaural recordings on one channel 
whilst playing back on the other. Two built-in output ampli- 
fiers make the machine a self-contained stereo playback unit 
with echo chamber effect if desired. Two level indicators are 
provided for recording stereo, using 4-tracks and two speeds 
of 3} and i/s. The Movicorder is available in this country 
from Allied Inlemalional Co. Ltd., 59 Union Street, London, 
S.E.I. 

TWO 
MODELS FROM 

CHITNIS 
r- 
•m 

CHITNIS Electronics announce the introduction of two further 
Tape Recorders to their Audiograph range. The first is the 

KMS/66 a 4 track High Fidelity stereo model running at 3} 
ips. Basically this model has been developed out of the very 
successful 9/S4K. The KMS/66 has a second loudspeaker in 
the lid, which enables the user to enjoy full stereo reproduc- 
tion without the need for extra speakers. This recorder has 
Bogen heads which assure an unusually wide frequency range 
and excellent transients. This latest Audiograph stereo recorder 
is presented in a newly styled cabinet with all the usual 
facilities associated with high class recorders for domestic use. 
Retail price 66 gns which includes a reel of tape. The model 
AF/42 has been introduced by Chitnis Electronics as a 
challenge to recorders in the lower price range. Features 
include 4 track operation (mono); 2 speeds 7f and 3i ips and 
7 in. reels. Here again the usual facilities for monitoring multi- 
channel inputs etc., are offered together with microphone and 
reel of tape at the retail price of 39 gns complete. A smart 

AWAITED 
WITH GREAT 

INTEREST, 
EMl'S 

" VOICE- 
MASTER " 

THE " Voicemaster " tape recorder contains a tapedeck, ampli- 
fiers and loudspeakers, and is supplied with a crystal hand 

microphone and 7 in. spool of tape. It has input sockets for 
microphone, radio or other high impedance signal sources, and 
has sockets for extension loudspeaker, high quality output, and 
pickup output. The following are its principle features: A 
quality tape-deck specially designed and precision built by 
E.M.I. Twin 1 track tape heads, giving double recording time. 
3 high quality tape heads—erase, record and replay. 2 tape 
speeds—1\ i/s and 3J i/s. 3 specially designed and precision 
built E.M.I, motors. Precision built clock type resettable tape 
position indicator. Pause control for instant tape stop and 
start. Rapid forward and reverse winding. Self compensating 
brakes. Separate record and replay amplifiers. Automatic com- 
pensation on record and replay characteristics for tape speed. 
Moving coil meter for recording level indication. The price of 
the Voicemaster is £76 13s. and it is manufactured by The Gramo- 
phone Co., Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex. 

• • • 
Continental Plugs and Sockets 

A WIDE range of Continental plugs and sockets have just been 
-'L announced by T. S. L. full details of the range, and prices 
are available from Technical Suppliers Ltd., 63 Goldhawk Road, 
London, W.l2. 

• • • 
New Japanese Recorders 

THE Sony range of recorders from Japan were demonstrated 
for the first time in April, they are the 101 (£51 9s.) Ill 

(£35 I4s.) 262 (£64 Is.) and the 521, a two or four track Stereo 
machine at £130 4s. All the machines are available from the U.K. 
distributors Tellux Ltd., 44 Brunei Road, Acton, London, W.3. 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED 

The Stem Type C Tape Amplifier 
CTERN'S RADIO have steadily been building up a lively 
^ business in " Do-It-Yourself" kits, specialising in products 
based upon Milliard designs. They invited us to select any item 
from their range for construction and review, and we chose the 
Type C tape record/replay amplifier. The components were good, 
and the metal exceptionally robust. It was a pleasure to find 
holes so accurately drilled and positioned that screws really 
dropped into place. The instruction manual was also very good 
and easy to follow. Successive pages showed point to point wiring 
stages—and ignored what was already covered, making checking 
very simple. The unit was completed and sent to our reviewer, 
Mr. Tutchings, for testing, and his report appears below: — 

4®- 

i 

K. 

T AM glad to report that the Editor's homework left me with the 
simple task of interconnecting the preamplifier and power 

pack, and that it worked perfectly from the word go! I think my 
testing sequence might be of interest to those constructors who 
want to do a bit more than simply connect the unit to a deck and 
see if it makes a pleasant noise, and 1 will endeavour to report my 
tests in chronological order. Two heads were used. A Mini flux 
of very high inductance, and a Collaro. 

Playback Responses: The Miniflux head of the tape deck 
was connected to the coaxial input lead of the Stern preamplifier, 
and a check made that the deck and amplifier were efficiently 
earthed to avoid hum troubles. The other coaxial output lead 
was connected to my valve voltmeter and to an audio amplifier 
for aural monitoring. The deck was next loaded with a 7i i/s 
C.C.I.R. test tape and the head aligned for azimuth on the 
appropriate high frequency tone. The output on the 1 Kc/s tone 
was 280 millivolts, or approximately 0.3 volts rms; more than 
enough for most power amplifiers. The other tones were plotted to 
give the middle response of Fig. 1. It will be seen that the 
response is level from 40 c/s to 10,000 c/s plus or minus 1.5 dB! 

The equalisation was tested at the other two speeds by using 
suitable standard test tapes. The 3i i/s response was very close 

is i/s 
d B O 

xs 7>,I/S 

+ 5 
3 k I/S 

-5 00 
FIG I 

35MICR0SEC CCIR TEST TAPE 

100 MICR0SEC CCIR TEST TAPE 

200 MICR0SEC TEST TAPE 

T 
'# 

ipoo 5,000 
FREQUENCY CPS 

10,000 

to the 200 micro second playback response generally accepted as 
standard for this speed. 

The 15 i/s equalisation would seem to be nearer 50 micro- 
seconds than the standard 35 microseconds, but it must be 
remembered that the amplifier is designed for use with a variety of 
heads, and that the responses we are measuring are a combination 
of head and amplifier responses. The first head used for these 
tests had a high inductance, and a self-resonance with its own 
screened lead at 15 Kc/s. The added capacity of the extra 
connecting lead, together with the valve input capacity, would 
bring the resonance down towards 10 Kc/s, and this may account 
for some of the top rise shown in these responses. 

Signal/Noise Ratio: The noise and hum from the preamplifier 
was 3.5 millivolts, or 38 dB below lest tape playback level; the 
recorded noise due to bias together with the tape noise did not 
appreciably alter this reading. Recording tests showed that peak 
recording level, which is 12 dB above test tape level, could be 
recorded with negligible distortion with proper bias. The un- 
weighted peak signal to noise ratio is thus almost exactly 50 dB. 
One of the reasons for this excellent signal/noise ratio is the high 
output of the head used in these tests. The results from the 
second test head, the Collaro, gave 3 to 4 dB less signal, but even 
so the performance of the preamplifier is very good. 

Recording Tests. At this point the first signs of trouble 
appeared, when using the Miniflux very high inductance head. 
A quick aural check showed that recordings on the tape were 
erased cleanly and efficiently. Recordings, however, sounded thin 
and slightly distorted and the recording level, as indicated by the 
magic eye, had to be reduced a long way below peak recording 
level to get passable quality. If this sounds faintly familiar to 
you it is bcause I have had to say it so often before in my reviews— 
Yes—it is our old bogey under biasing, but in this case it was not 
the fault of either the head or preamplifier design, but a com- 
bination of circumstances which makes them non-compatible. 

+ s 
OdB = 
2MV 

-S 
IO 
IS 

20 
25 

FIG.2. 

3^1 

SURFACE INDUCTION CHOSEC 00 M 

(L-l- OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
OF HEAD. 

TES' 

50 500 IgOO 5,000 
FREQUENCY CPS 

10,000 

Optimum bias for this head is 130 volts at 60 Kc/s, but, with the 
erase head connected, the preamplifier only delivers 40 volts. I 
then used my favourite trick of disconnecting the erase head as a 
temporary expedient for obtaining more bias, and with the erase 
disconnected the bias voltage rose to 100 volts. Performance 
immediately improved, and whereas distortion had been visible on 
the C-R.T. even at test tape level with the low bias, the recorded 
signal could now be raised 12 dB with no visible distortion at 
all, and listening tests immediately showed a vast improvement 
Fig. 2 shows the record-replay responses, and these are sufficiently 
near to the test tape replay-only responses, to need no further 
adjustment. 

Bias Tests: The erase head was reconnected and efforts made to 
raise the bias by altering C29 in the bias feed circuit. A 250 pf 
was connected across the 100 pf condenser fitted, and this raised the 
bias to 80 volts, but a test at 7i i/s showed a peak in the recorded 
response at 5 Kc/s (dotted curve). This was obviously due to the 
head being tuned to this frequency by the larger bias feed con- 
denser. Every possible combination of coil tap and feed condenser 
was tried with not further increase of bias. As a check that the 
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design of the preamplifier was blameless, the Collaro head was 
substituted for the high inductance Miniflux and the 40 volts 
provided proved to be satisfactory for distortion-free peak-level 
recording. The inductance of the Collaro head is 500 milliHenries, 
and the self-resonance 30 Kc/s. 

Summary: A fine pre-amplifier, and ideal for use with heads 
of orthodox construction and inductance—for which purpose it 
was designed. As will be seen, however, if it is desired to take 
advantage of the extended frequency response which is now 
possible with heads of very short gap length and high inductance, 
such as the Miniflux, some modification of the oscillator and 
equalisation circuitry of tape pre-amplifiers will be necessary. 

A. Tutchings. 

THE STCZZI 
TRICORDER 

578W 

Manufacturer's 
Specification: Tape 
speeds, 3i i/s, 1| 
i/s, and 15/16 i/s. 
Tracking system, 
half track to inter- 
national standards. 
Mains supply, AC 
mains 50 c/s. 110, 
130, 150, 220 and 

240 volt ranges. Consumption, S0VA approx. Fuse 0.8A. 
Frequency range, 3J i/s, 40-16,000 c/s, 1/ i/s, 40-8,000 c/s, 15/16 
i/s, 40-4,000 c/s. Signal to noise ratio, better than 45 dB. Speed 
stability, better than 0.3%. Output power, 2.5 watts. Reel size, 
5} in. reels. 

Price: £66 3s. Distributed by Recording Devices, 44, Soulhem 
Row, London, W.I0. 

Electronic Mixing 
Controls: The control system of this recorder is unusual. The 

centre button is first fully depressed and the required function, 
i.e., record, play, rewind, etc., set up on the other buttons which 
are marked with the Continental style symbols. A very light 
touch on the centre button sets the tape into motion, and a 
further touch will stop it instantaneously. Operation is by relay 

•* 

•177. RMS. 3*75 I PS. 

-21%RMS l| IPS. 

•2f% RMS. 

I SECOND F1G.I. 

so that remote control by foot pedal or slide projector is possible. 
Cain controls for two inputs allow electronic mixing, and these 
controls and the tone control are edge operated but—unlike many 
British recorders with edge controls—the rims are clearly 
numbered and one is never in any doubt about which way to 
turn a control, or where to set it for reproducible results. 

Wow and flutter: Fig. 1 shows the fluttergrams for the three 
speeds when recording and replaying a 3Kc/s test signal. At 
the highest speed of 3J i/s the total wow and flutter did not 
exceed 0.17% mis. Most of this was low level flutter and wow 
was almost completely absent. At 1J i/s the total reading reached 
0.21 % rms with no very obvious periodic component due to 
rotating parts. At the lowest speed of 15/16 i/s the combined 
reading was only .26% rms, mainly tape rub and longitudinal 
oscillation, with a just perceptible capstan wow at two cycles 
per second when listening critically to a sustained pure tone 
recording. This is a remarkable performance, and, like the 
Tandberg recorder recently reviewed, it owes a lot to the very 
smooth drive provided by the Papst external rotor motor. 

375 IPS 

-N. 
> .t: IPS 

50 loo 500 
FIG.2. 

1,000 5000 
FREQUENCY CPS. 

10,000 

Playback response: The top curve of fig. 2 shows that a 200 
microsecond C.C.I.R. test tape plays with a level response. This 
means that British or American pre-recorded tapes will play back 
with a wide and level frequency response. The same test tape 
was played at half and quarter speed to give the equivalent of 
400 and 800 microsecond recording characteristics. This was 

3^ 1 PS. 

s 
1Z1PS. 

s s 

!«,Ps \ 

\ 1 V 
50 100 

FIG.3. 
1,000 sooo 

FREQUENCY CPS. 
10,000 15000 

not done with any idea of interchanging tapes, but simply as a 
bit of detective work to try and decide what actual recording 
characteristics were used at the very low speeds on this machine. 
A little mental agility indicates that the surface induction of a 
test tape recorded at 1J i/s, with a constant input to the recording 
amplifier, corresponds to a time constant of 200 microseconds, 
and that at the lowest speed to a time constant of 400 micro- 
seconds. This implies that very considerable pre-emphasis is 
used in the recording process—see next paragraph. 

Record play response: Observation of the magic eye record 
level indicator during pure tone recording tests showed that 
pre-emphasis at the two lower speeds was of the order of 20 dB, 
and for this reason all test recordings were done at 20 dB below 
peak recording level so that the higher frequencies did not 
overload. On normal recording, of course, the well-known 
spectral distribution of energy in speech or music allows a higher 
level to be used. The record/play responses of fig. 3 meet the 
manufacturer's specification exactly and, as frequency responses, 
can not be faulted. It only remained to see if the level response 
was obtained at the expense of distortion and intermodulation by 
the common expedient of under biasing. I am glad to be able 
to report that this was not the ease. A level 11 dB above test 
tape level could be placed on the tape with less than 3 % 
distortion, and the recording level indicator beams just touched 
at this level. 

Returning for a moment to the vigorous pre-empasis and the 
spectral distribution of voice and music, I did find that sibilent 
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Tape Recording Accessories 

Bib Tape Accessory Kit 

28'6 COMPLETE IN A 
STURDY BOX CONTAINS: 
*Blb Tap* Splicer chromium 
plated on flock sprayed base, 
complete with cutter. May be 
mounted direct on tape deck. 
*Bib Tape Data Card. Provides 
playing times for standard, 
L.P. and D.P. tapes for 
12 sizes of reels for I, 2 
and 4 tracks. Capacity 
of 6 sizes of reels for 
3 types of tape. 
Performing times for 
48 classical works. 

'Reel of Splicing Tape on dispenser 
*6 Spare Razor Cutters *24 Bib Tape Reel Labels 

Bib Tape Splicer With this splicer 
you can edit tapes accurately and 
professionally with no tape wastage 

MS,- 

B 

and no post-editing clicks. 
Price 18'6 

RtCOhOINC TArt SPUCIR 

Bib Tape Reel Labels Self-adhesive— 
suitable for typing or writing, y f 
Packets of 24: fc' W 

If in difficulty send remittance to: 
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD 
MAYLANDS AVENUE 
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS 

MODEL LV/59 

c: 

t 

" LAVALIER " DYNAMIC 
Comprises model LFV/H59 
"PENCIL" microphone mounted 
on special neck harness to 
afford the user complete free- 
dom of movement. In Low, 
Line or Hijh Impedance. 

£8 18 6 

TOAPVV 
•'IB 

The 
"LAVALIER " 

quality 
dynamic microphone 

for both indoor and out- 
door use; designed for 
use by all who desire to 
have their hands com- 
pletely free whilst record- 
ing, broadcasting, etc., 

Adjustable Neckband 

Brief technical characteristics 
Response: Substantially flat 100—14000 cps 
Finish : Fine Silver Hammer 
Impedance : Supplied to match equipment 

Literature concerning above and other Lustraphone microphones from 

LUSTRAPHONE, LTD. 
ST. GEORGE'S WORKS. REGENTS PARK ROAD. LONDON. N.W.I 

Phone: P Rim rose 8844/6. Crams—Lustraphone Norwest London. 
Cables—Lustraphon London. 

9 Months to Pay 
Deposit 9 Monthly Cash 

Payments 
£ s. d. £ s. d. Gns. 

MAINS TWIN-TRACK 
Argyll Minor 2 6 3 2 6 3 22 
Geloso G.256 2 16 6 2 15 7 26 
Robuk RK3 3 15 0 3 15 8 36 
Mlnstrelle  4 2 0 4 1 II 39 
Spectone 171 4 2 0 4 1 II 39 
Allegro 4 8 6 4 8 2 42 
Grundlg TK20 ... 4 8 6 8 2 42 
Victor   4 IS 0 4 14 6 45 
Spectone " 161 "... 5 2 II 5 2 II 49 
4-TRACK 
Stuzzi   2 16 6 2 14 6 26 
Argyll 4-T 3 5 1 3 5 1 31 
Elizabethan FTI ... 3 II 5 3 II 5 34 
Philips EL354I ... 3 II 5 3 II 5 34 
Stella ST 454 3 17 9 3 17 9 37 
Sound   4 15 0 4 14 6 45 
Elizabethan FT3 ... 4 15 0 4 14 6 45 
BATTERY 
Clarion   2 IS 0 2 12 3 25 
Grundlg TKI ... 3 1 0 3 0 II 29 
Tray-ler   3 I 0 3 0 11 29 
Mlnlvox " C " 3 3 0 3 3 0 30 
Clarion Mk. 2 ... 3 9 4 3 9 4 33 
Walter (Battery/ 

Mains)  5 15 6 IS 6 55 
Flcord IA  6 3 II 6 3 II 59 
Stuzzi Magnette ... 6 3 M 6 3 II 59 

THE CHOICE 

IS YOURS 

Only YOU can really know what you hope to 
achieve! .. . what you can afford to pay, the 
time, the appearance . ., 
Our Job is to see that you have all the infor- 
mation possible so that your choice, when 
made, will bring you maximum satisfaction. 

★ FREE INSURANCE COVERING YOUR PAYMENTS 
IN THE EVENT OF SICKNESS OR UNEMPLOYMENT 

18 Months to Pay 
Deposit 
C s. d. 

MAINS 2-TRACK 
Telefunken 75/15... 9 18 0 
Truvox R6 ... II 15 0 
Breneil 3 Star ... 12 4 0 
Grundlg TK25 ... 13 2 0 
Breneil Mk. 5 ... 14 4 0 
Elizabethan Major 14 5 0 
Grundlg TK30 ... 14 5 0 
GrOndlg TK35 ... IS 15 0 
Truvox R7 ... 15 15 0 
Telefunken 85KL... 17 19 0 
Ferrograph 4A/N... 18 I 0 
Simon SP/4 ... 20 0 0 
ReOectograph "A" 22 5 0 

4-TRACK MONAURAL 
Wyndsor Victor ... 10 9 0 
Grundlg TK24 
Telefunken 76 
Philips EL3542 
Stella ST455 

11 M 0 
12 7 0 
12 8 0 
12 8 0 

18 Monthly Cosh 
payments 
£ s. d. Gni. 

5 6 
II 2 
14 0 
17 10 
18 M 
0 0 

2 5 7 
2 II 4 
2 12 10 
2 IS I 
2 15 I 

* FREE DELIVERY * PART EXCHANGES 

4-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL 
Kortlng   14 8 0 3 3 4 
Telefunken 77K ... 17 17 0 3 19 4 
Hartlng H.M.8 ... 18 6 0 4 0 0 
Philips EL3536 ... 19 12 0 4 5 7 

47 
55 
58 
62 
64 
65 
65 
75 
75 
79 
81 
95 

105 

49 
55 
57 
59 
59 

68 
85 
86 
92 

Open all day Saturday— 
Friday 6.30 p.m. THEIRECORDERICO. 

If unable to call, write 
for free brochuret or 
send deposit now for 
quick delivery. 

(Dept. R) 188, WEST END LANE, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6. Telephone: SWI 4977 
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STUZZI TRICORDER REVIEW—(continued) 

blasting could occur with the microphone provided with the 
recorder, particularly when used face on at the lowest speed. 
This was due to a 7 to 10 dB peak in the axial response of 
the microphone at 4 to 5 Kc/s; there was no sign of overload 
with a level response microphone, or from radio recordings. 
Generally speaking it would be wise to under record very slightly 
at the low speeds. 

Signal noise ratio and hum: The only disappointing feature 
of this particular recorder was a rather high hum level: 38 dB 
below peak recording level at 3i i/s, 34 dB at li i/s, and 25 dB at 
the the lowest speed. As all other points in the specification 
were fully met I think I am fairly safe in assuming that the 
hum was due to a slight fault, or a noisy valve, in this case—but 
I must report these things! Recorded hiss was extremely low; 
I measured this by playing the tape on a professional recorder 
with a very low hum level and with a weighting network to 
favour the hiss and eliminate the last vestige of hum. The 
bias and erase noise was only 2 dB above bulk erased tape 
noise which is excellent. 

Power output: The electrical undistorted power output into a 
3 ohm load was 2 watts. The instruction booklet mentioned 
extension speaker impedances in the range from 2 to 6 ohms, 
so a further check was made with loads of these values. The 
undistorted power output was still in the order of 2 watts. 

Comment: I like this little machine very much. It does show 
what can be done with the new micro-gap heads. As I have 
said before, with such a head there is no difficulty in reproducing 
very short wavelengths, or very high frequencies, from the tape; 
the big problem is to get the very high frequencies on to the 
tape without distortion and intermodulation. In this recorder, 
bias is near optimum, and the high frequencies are recorded by 
carefully tailored pre-emphasis erf the top response during 
recording. The pre-emphasis and bias are critically matched to 
the tape, and it is more than ever important to use only the 
recommended tape for consistent results with this unit. 

A. Tutchlngs. 

The Tape Mixing Ade, Mk. 1 

ar 

Manufacturer's Specification 
Inputs: Microphone (high impedance, 50,000 to 250,000 ohms) 

via jack socket; pickup (high impedance, 5,000 to 100,000 ohms) 
via jack socket; radio (low impedance External loudspeaker 
socket) via twin cable; tape recorder (external loudspeaker 
sockets) via twin terminals. Output: high impedance (via coaxial 
cable and jackplug). Record/Playback Switch: allows playback 
through radio loudspeaker without changing connections. Isolating 
Transformer: gives protection from electrical shocks. Dimensions: 
4 x 31 x If in. Price: £5 5s. 

Manufactured by Electronic Ades (London) Ltd., 6 Alpha 
Road, Teddington, Middlesex. 

» • • 
rPHlS little gadget is not a mixer in the ordinary sense of the 

-*■ term—though it may be used to mix the levels of two 
separate programme sources relative to a third. It is designed 
specifically for the tape recorder enthusiast who has fairly modest 

microphone/radio/gramophone recording requirements and wants 
to be able to record from the chosen source without all the usual 
rigmarole of changing over plugs, cables and volume settings. 

The tape mixing Ade's first function, then, is to accept inputs 
from all the required sources, and this aspect was tested before 
going on to more ambitious experiments. I hope the manufac- 
turers will not mind my reproducing a simplified sketch of the 

D- 
MIC 

a 
PICKUP 

O 0- 

O 0- 

ID: 
RADIO 
OR TV 

L/S 

-I taO 
10 HK ntm 

OH RfCOBOER 

FROH EXT ' 
FIG. I. 

circuit (fig. 1) but it will help to explain the mixer's operation 
in more detail. You will see that the microphone is permanently 
wired through to the tape recorder, so long as it is plugged into 
the Tape Mixing Ade, and the only control of its volume is 
that in the recorder itself. 

Pickup Permanently in Circuit 
The pickup is also permanently in circuit, via the volume 

control VCI. Thus the pickup may be independently adjusted in 
volume, or faded out completely if not required. The third input, 
labelled Radio, is taken from the External Loudspeaker sockets 
of a radio, radiogram, or television set. and forms part of the 
mixing circuit, via VC2, only when the two-way switch is set to 
record. Once the equipment was set up according to my diagram, 
i.e., with the switch in the down (record) position, the first step 
was to set the tape recorder volume for correct level on speech. 
Then, without touching the recorder volume any more, I tried 
out the pickup and radio channels in turn to establish the best 
settings of VCI and VC2 for recording. Once this had been 
done (and the settings memorised or marked on the dial with 
Chinagraph pencil) no more adjustments were necessary. 

The Professional Touch 
After a few trial runs with the above set-up, making recordings 

from one source at a time, it was decided to try a little mixing. 
If you want simply to record speech over music, say from a 
gramophone record, you just use the microphone in the ordinary 
way and set VCI to a little below the position normally used for 
recording from discs at full volume. A little trial and error 
soon produced recordings with quite a professional touch. It 
was then verified that a second microphone will indeed operate 
satisfactorily through the pickup circuit and VCI, making micro- 
phone mixing a possibility of the speech + effects, narrator + 
dialogue, or band -f solos variety. 

Playing Back 
If you look again at fig. 1, you'll see that switching up to 

playback connects the tape recorder's External Loudspeaker 
socket (if fitted) to that of the radio or TV set. This is designed 
to give improved quality playback of your recordings, and is 
based on the assumption—true more often than not—that your 
radio's loudspeaker is capable of better reproduction than the 
lightweight one in your portable tape recorder. Don't expect too 
much from the TV loudspeaker, however, unless your set has a 
better than average loudspeaker. 

Summary 
To sum up, I would say that this new accessory does exactly 

what it sets out to do, namely eliminate some of the fiddling 
operations in home recording. However, the initial setting up 
does call for a bit of care, and I can think of quite a few cases 
where an extra switch would be necessary, e.g., to silence the 
radio or TV while playing back your recordings—preferable to 
tuning off-station—so that complete newcomers to electronics 
should see a reliable dealer before connecting up. John Bonvlck 
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which? 

So many recorders — so very easy to 
make a mistake. Our recommendations 
are worth having, for we know recorders. 

personal service 

And Mr. 
Dickinson is 
available to 
give advice 
and full 
demonstrations 

We do not 
employ 
salesmen 
this is a 
personal 
business 

free terms 
Interest free terms, ree deliver/, expert tuition on all 
machines. 

service 
We undertake service on all recorders. Rapid service— 
Reasonable charges. 
Brenell, Korting, Cossor, Elizabethan, Grundig, Philips, 
Spectone, Stella, Telefunken, Uher, Wyndsor, Butoba, 
Clarion, Minivox, Stuzzi, Fi-Cord, etc. 

DICKINSONS OF PALL HALL LTD. 
11 Royal Opera Arcade, Pall Mall, S.W.I TRA 2881 

Behind Her Majesty's Theatre in the Haymarket 
(One minute from Piccadilly Circus or Trafalgar Square) 

MAKE YOUR TAPE RECORDER 

REALLY PORTABLE 

WITH A' VoKodto 'CONVERTER 

A Valradio converter enables you to operate your tape recor- 
derfromcar, boat or caravan battery, or any other source of low 
voltage or D.C. supply, making it possible for you to record 
outdoor events, or d eration, or to provide entertainment 
when you go on holiday or picnics, etc. 
Prices range from £8.10.0., many models available. 

Write for fully descrip- 
tive folder to 

w. <252^ 

VALRADIO LTD.    
flfS™ Dept.. tr/c., Browells Lan®, 

Felcham, Middlesex. 
Tel. Feltham «42  

To Valradio Ltd., Dept. TR/C., Browells Lane, Feltham, Middlesex. 
Please send me fully descriptive folder for converters 
suitable for Tape Recorders. 
NAME  
ADDRESS  

 CHITNIS | 1 

HllDIOGRflPH 

STEREO 

RECORDERS 

t'r 

BOGEN HEADS 

4 TRACK 

KM$/66 

30-16,000 c/» ± 3dB 

32 I.P.S. 

This Audiograph Stereo Recorder is made even more complete In Its facilities by the 
Inclusion of a second speaker (in the lid) to ensure full stereo function. The KMS/66 
provides for three types of inputs (paired for stereo and selectable by press buttons) 
and three output levels, also paired. The single speed of operation (3} l.p.s.) Is 
completely adequate to the requirements of high fidelity reproduction attainable from 
the Bogen Heads and fine circuitry provided. Four crack facilities (mono) or doubled 
track facilities for stereo double the playing time obtainable from each reel of tape. 
Literature on request. 

From all leading stockists 

CHITNIS ELECTRONICS LTD. 
66 BOLSOVER ST. 

LONDON. W.I 
EUSton 4264-5-6 

DIETRICH 

BANKHEAD 

TUCKER 

aw :: 

on pre-recorded tape 

also 

JAZZ — LATIN AMERICAN 
BACKGROUND — MOOD-PIANO 

POP — ROCK 'N' ROLL 

BALLADS AND SCOTTISH 

FOLK MUSIC 

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY 

To: Bi-Tapes, 78 Upper Berkeley Street, London, W.I. 
Please Send Free Catalogue To 

Name  
Address  

3d. STAMP ENCLOSED 

Tapes 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED — (continued) 

\ p 

THE 
CHALLEN 

" MINIVOX " 
MODEL C 

AN earlier model of this all British portable tape recorder 
was the subject of one of John Berwick's Field Trials, and 

was fully described, from the operational point of view, in the 
January I960 issue of this magazine. The later model, presently 
under review, has had the tape speed of 3i inches/sec. added 
to the existing IJ, but would seem to be otherwise very similar. 
The present writer is glad to be able to endorse earlier remarks 
about the ease of operation of the controls of the machine and 
its versatility. When assessing its performance, however, it 
seems to be easy to fall between two stools. Should one pose 
the question " What do I expect from a tape recorder? " or 
" What do I expect from a portable tape recorder of this size? " 
Since the first question obviously requires qualifications to some 
degree, the second was adopted, to be answered more than 
satisfactorily by the " Minivox 

Hum—Non Existent 
This is not to say that there are not minor criticisms, but let 

due note be taken of the word " minor The jack plugs and 
sockets used are of the minature variety, in keeping with the 
overall size of the machine, but, largely because of this, they 
are not always as positive in their contact as might be desired. 
Due to battery operation, mains hum is, of course, non existent, 
but it is felt that the level of noise remaining, particularly tape 
hiss, could be disturbing. This is not so much a function of 
the noise power as the frequency band in which it is concen- 
trated. Lacking a circuit d'agram no details are known of the 
bias arrangements, the effect is of D.C. recording bias, leaving 
the head magnetised to a degree and introducing tape hiss even 
during playback. These effects are only serious if the tapes 
are replayed with a standard machine. 

Wow and Flutter not Noticeable 
The frequency response figures obtained, cannot be described 

as superlative, but they are adequate. At first sight the lack of 
bass would be a handicap, but it does result in some very clean 
recordings under conditions that might otherwise introduce 
colouration, an important point with a portable. Wow and 
flutter are not noticeable and distortion is at a very low level. 
The fact that a 1 Kc/s signal could be recorded at full level 
and replayed at full volume producing nearly 300 mW in the 
loudspeaker @5% distortion, speaks well for the output stage 
as well as the record amplifier. 

To sum up, if it is appreciated that a portable, battery oper- 
ated, machine must yield in some respects to its bigger brothers, 
this little Minivox performs well and, it must be remembered, 
can perform anywhere A.B.S. 

Price £31 10s. Manufactured by Challen Instrument Co., 4, 
Stratford Place, London, W.l. 

This review has been submitted to the manufacturers who are 
preparing a comment for publication in an early issue.—Editor. 

SONIC V 
for Solid Sound 

★ 3-Specds 7}, 3J, 1} i.p.s. ★ Hi-Fi Circuitry 
Two Speakers ★ Superlmpositlons ★ Magic Eye 

it Digital Counter ★ British Throughout if Safety Interlocks 
if Straight through amp 
if 2 or 4 Track Models 

TODAY'S FINEST 
TAPE RECORDER VALUE 
Write today for free illustrated brochure 

GENERAL SONIC RADIOS, 92 CALEDONIAN ROAD, LONDON, N.I 

you think 
that all brands of 

recording tape are alike... 

wait 
ti I you 

try 

rsm 

CO 

•rt 

tH 

Ferrosheen Process 

WILMEX (DISTRIBUTORS) LIMITED m-m ci.ph.m m.h s,.. s.w.d 

CHELSEA 

RECORD 

CENTRE- 

for 

all 

records 

and 

equipment 

daily till 8 pm 

203 KINGS RD SW3 FLA 2SN 

Thursdays 1 pm 

&>0rA£J7G7£Q aM TTTIMQ 
OA! TAPE- ACCJUPATELV- QUlCJOy 

A three figure tape revolution coun- 
ter with reset wheel that attaches 
quickly without disturb- 
ing the tape. 

PRICE 

Call-boy*?/6 

"lt carries out to 
the letter what it 
is designed to do." 
THE TAPE RECORDER 

Trade enquiries 
invited □I TAPE POSITION INDICATOR 

EMITAPE 7* SCOTCH 7" 8 
51* ONLY 

COLTON « CO. (Lapidaries) LTD.. The Crescent, Wimbledon, London. S.W.I9 
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Contessa 
Sfe; 

NOW 

available as 

A 

KIT 

Allegro Sound Equipment are now offering their " Contessa " 
tape Recorder in a simple Kit Form comprising of Amplifier 
ready built and tested and the Collaro 3 Speed " Studio" 
Deck fitted with Bradmatic Heads and Accidental Erase Switch. 
These two matching units are housed in a most attractive 
Black and Grey I.C.I. Rexine covered cabinet finished with 
Gold Fittings. 
This Kit is complete down to the last screw and includes Tape, 
Spare Spool and the Acos Mic. 45 Microphone. Assembly 
time approximately 2 hours. This Kit carries a guarantee of 
12 months. 

£33 includes postage and packing. 
Amplifier or Deck supplied separately. Recorder completely 
built £44-2-0 from your nearest Stockist. 
Kif obtainable only from: 

ALLEGRO TAPE 
Mayfair, London, W.l. 

DECKS 7-8 Avery Row, 
Tel.: MAYfair 9910 

ferrotiraph 
(Appointed Dealer) ~ 

u 
Geqjjrej' V. Smith 

Ampex and Ferrograph Tape 
Recorders—see and hear these 
fine instruments at Nusound's 
London Showrooms, where we 
display a representative range 
of high quality Recorders and 
Audio equipment. You are 
cordially invited to visit us. 
IT PAYS TO DEAL WITH 
A SPECIALIST. 

AMPEX Model 970 

NUSOUND RECORDING COMPANY 
35 CRAVEN STREET, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, 
LONDON, W.C.2. TELEPHONE TRA 2080 

Listen and Learn 

with 

TEACH-U-TAPES 

Greater demand brings prices down to 
35/- each 

(Approx. 30 mins at 3J" per sec., twin-track) 

Subjects include 
SALESMANSHIP, INSOMNIA. HOME TAPE 

RECORDING, SELF-UNDERSTANDING. 

This month's new issues: 
TUT No's 5, 6. 7 & 8 "SPEED IN SHORTHAND" 
Carefully prepared passages at eight speeds; also 
secretarial methods etc. 

(Only £6 if all four ordered together) 

TUT No. 9 " SPEAKING IN PUBLIC " 
No longer need the inexperienced orator be 
embarrassed, unintelligible or misunderstood. 

Write for full details to: 
KLP FILM SERVICES, 

3, Queens Crescent, Richmond, Surrey. 
Mail orders only. Terms: Cash with orders. 

Accessories for your 

Fetnu$Fa§n% 
(Appointed Dealer) * 

i®)#0 

The "Numix" is a 
convenient mixer 
which enables a 
Ferrograph user to 
mix and fade at will 
two programmes, 
from microphone 
and radio/gram. 
Alternatively, 
speaker output 
sockets from any 
power amplifier can 
be used. 
Any combination of 
two programmes is 
possible with the 
Nusound "Numix" 
device. 

Price £4-7-6d. 

Write or leaflet on "NUMIX" and "MONITOR" 

NUSOUND RECORDING CO. 
35 Craven St., Trafalgar Square, London, W.C.2. Tel.: TRA. 2080 
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our readers write 

Note: This letter was published in the April edition of Hi-Fi 
News. We reprint it here in view of other correspondence on this 
subject which is reaching this office. (Editor). 

, . . about the 89% rejects 
From: University Recording Company, 16 & 17 Burleigh Place, 
Cambridge. 

Dear Sir:—We can fully endorse the statements made by Peter 
N. Frost in his letter to Hi-Fi News (January) regarding the ex- 
ceptionally poor quality of the equipment turned out over the 
last fifteen years by practically every maker (British and foreign) 
in the recording and hi-fi field. We are specialist engineer distri- 
butors and consultants with wide wholesale and retail connec- 
tions; designers/manufacturers of complete installations and 
professional recording engineers to boot, so we have profound 
experience of all aspects. 

We have always found it necessary to thoroughly examine and 
test every single item received from any maker, distributor or 
importer, prior to releasing it for sale to the public via the trade 
or using it in our own manufactures. It is very rare indeed to 
find a piece of apparatus of any sort which has either not suffered 
damage in handling or transit or does not contain a fault or 
incipient fault of some description, which will cause some trouble 
in the hands of the user if not rectified by very highly skilled 
and qualified engineers before the equipment goes into service. 

Beyond the broadest classification it is impractical here to 
enumerate the faults found. Starting with almost 100% rejects on 
first acceptance tests, the final breakdown is as follows: 89% 
of the items tested are rejected, and not slocked at all due to 
lethal or faulty design or fraudulent misrepresentation as to 
specification (obviously nobody can make these goods or sell them 
with integrity). 

The remaining 11% are our standard lines which are usually 
basically sound and we deal with these as follows; 

(1) 58% approx. are returned to the suppliers with major faults 
in workmanship or materials) which are either not economically 
correctable or beyond local action. We do not take them back 
and we suspect they later appear at other places or on the cut- 
price market. 

(2) 16% are returned for repair, retested and accepted. 
(3) 24% (and 2 above) require repair, touching up, adjustment, 

lubricating or cleaning in our works prior to re-testing and accep- 
tance for sale. 

(4) 2% approx. could have safely gone out for sale in the 
original unopened packings with a reasonable guarantee of satis- 
faction provided there is no valve, component or control failure 
during the first few hours of operation. 

(5) We now grade 2, 3, and 4 and try so far as possible to see 
that they are applied to compatible projects within their scope. 

We get no avoidable complaints from our customers. When 
we complain to our suppliers the stock reply is " yours is the 
only complaint received, etc., etc.". From this we assume prac- 
tically nobody else tests the stuff before they sell it. Quite 
obviously the remedy for shoddy goods lies entirely in the hands 
of the consumer who should insist upon seeing the goods tested 
to his or his consultant's satisfaction prior to purchase; return 
all early and avoidable failures to the supplier and demand back 
the money and keep the makers advised of complaints. Quite 
clearly the present manufacturing, distributing and advertising 
systems for highly technical consumer goods of all kinds is 
rotten to the core and will so remain until the " consumer" takes 
the trouble to change it. Yours faithfully 

* * * 
. . . about faulty goods 

From:—David R. Wiseman, 8, Woodhursf Road, Acton, London, 
W.3. 

Dear Sir:—We have just read your April issue with great in- 
terest, and it is our considered opinion that the writer of the 

letter from the University Recording Company (" 89% rejects ") 
should be given a medal! 

We can still hardly believe that this was indeed written by a 
member of the wholesale and distribution trade. Now we're start- 
ing to get somewhere near the truth, at last. If only retailers 
and distributors, and the manufacturers were as conscientious as 
this company, the sales of high-fidelity equipment would be con- 
siderably higher. I, personally, have been playing around with 
tape recorders for nearly thirteen years now, and it is only with 
the greatest reluctance that I buy British. 1 don't say that the 
foreign gear is faultless, but the standard of finish is consider- 
ably higher. 

Let me give you an instance—my wife bought a British stereo- 
recorder. When it arrived, there was a label on the handle, marked 
" Passed Final Inspection . . O.K. " We plugged in and switched 
on, and the transformer immediately blew! Out of curiosity, I 
decided to probe around it, and found that it could never have 
made a stereo-recording, because the heads were wired incorrectly. 
Three letters to the maker didn't even get the courtesy of a reply. 

My wife then bought a Telefunken, and after a week some- 
thing shorted. My wife phoned Welmec Ltd., who were most 
concerned about it, and apologised profusely. They requested 
that she refrained from any worry, and promptly sent an engineer 
to the house. The machine has run perfectly since, without any 
other fuss. If only British makers showed the same concern! 
My only item of equipment, shortly, will be my Wharfcdale 
speakers—Wharfedale being one of the rare " interested " types. 
It is to be noticed that the preference for foreign equipment is 
steadily growing in this country, and British makers have only 
themselves to blame. I have a perfect example right in our club. 
First, a preponderance of British types, but the German machines 
are steadily increasing. 

Take the average retailer—in far loo many cases, he can't even 
demonstrate a lot of the machines on his shelves, and that's a 
fact. I have reports of this every week. There are exceptions, 
we know, but they're too rare. If one goes direct to the maker, 
you merely get utter indifference. Make no mistake, we would 
dearly like to have an entirely British outfit, covering tape, 
disc, and radio, but it's far too big a risk. The reliability isn't 
simply nil—it's minus! Messrs. University simply bear this out. 
Now, how many of the makers arc going to be this honest, too? 
Not a single one, for a bet. 

You, the public, are partly responsible, you know. You simply 
don't have the initiative to kick up a fuss about it. You will 
accept any rubbish sold to you without yelling blue murder. 
Most of you get only what you deserve. With a few outfits of 
the University type around, things would alter vastly, in a very 
short lime. We would like to know if they supply anyone in 
this area. Jolly good luck to them—they deserve to prosper. 

Yours faithfully. 
• * • 

. . . about replies 
From:— T. H. Morrison, 136 Bank Street, Whangarei, New 
Zealand. 

Dear Sir:—Your issue of January 1961 has just come to hand 
and I have, as usual, read it from cover to cover and curb my 
impatience waiting another whole month for a further number. 
How I wish it were a weekly magazine (pity the poor Editor!) 
My letter in the November 1960 issue of your magazine brought 
me ten airmail replies from various parts and 1 have now answered 
them all in a similar manner and suggesting that as I can get 
all the classical and light opera music here in abundance, there 
is really nothing that an English tapespondent could send me. 
One gentleman from Sweden was kind enough to send mc a 3J 
in. reel of talk about his country and Swedish music which was 
quite novel to us here and greatly appreciated by us all, I have 
now taped his reel in reply with native music and talks regarding 
this part of the world and this will go forward shortly. In every 
instance I have suggested to writers that if they would like similar 
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HIGH QUALITY TAPE RECORDER SPECIALISTS! 

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED AGENTS FOR: 

BEST PART 

EXCHANGE 

^ FERROGRAPH 
* SIMON 
* REPS 
* VORTEXION 

AMPEX 
* REFLECTOGRAPH 
* GRUNDIG 
£ BRENELL 
* WYNDSOR 

ALLOWANCE ON YOUR PRESENT TAPE RECORDER—HI-FI EQUIPMENT, etc. 
MONO RECORDERS 
Brcndl 3 Star  58 gns. 
Brencll Mk 5 ... ... 64 gns. 
Wyndsor Victor ... 45 gns. 
Telefunken 75 KL-15 ... 47 gns. 
Tclefunken 85 KL ... 79 gns. 
Telefunken 4-Track ... 57 gns. 
Grundig TK 20 ... 42 gns. 
Grundlg TK 24 ... 55 gns. 
Verltone Venus ... 66 gns. 
Philips EL 3541 ... 34 gns. 
Philips EL 3542 ... 59 gns. 
Simon Minstrclle ... 39 gns. 
Simon SP4 ... ... 95 gns. 
Sound Studio ... ... 42 gns. 
Sound Studio 4-Track ... 45 gns. 
Saba Hi-Fi   79 gns. 
Reflcctograph "A" ... 105 gns. 
Chitnis 4-Track  54 gns. 

Vortexion WVA .. 89 gns. B^enell 3 Star .. ... 92 gns 
Ferrograph 4 AN .. 81 gns. Ferrograph 808 ... 105 gns 
Ferrograph 4 SN .. 88 gns. 
Wyndsor 4-Track .. 49 gns. TRANSISTOR— BATTERY 
Robuk RK3 .. 36 gns. Grundig Cub ... 26 gns 
Reps RIO .. 59 gns. Clarion ... ... 25 gns 
Reps RIO 4-Track .. 69 gns. Fi-Cord ... ... 59 gns 
Reps R30 .. 66 gns. Butoba ... ... 69 gns 
Reps R40 .. 70 gns. Minivox ... ... 37 gns 
Elpico TR500 ... .. 28 gns. Steelman ... 55 gns 
Truvox R6 ... .. 55 gns. Stuzzi Magnette ... 59 gns 
Truvox R7 .. 82 gns. 

STEREO 
Korting  
Philips EL3536 ... 
Harting HM8 ... 
Chitnis Stereo ... 

68 gns. 
92 gns. 
76 gns. 
56 gns. 

MICROPHONES 
Reslo 
Lustraphone 
Cadenza 
Grampian 
A.K.G. 
Grundig, Etc. 

TAPES 
B.A.S.F. 
Audiotape 
Irish Tape 
E.M.I. 
Ferrograph 
Grundig 

PRE-RECORDED TAPES 
ACCESSORIES 
TUNERS 
AMPLIFIERS 
SPEAKERS 
PICK-UPS 
MOTORS 
CONVERTERS 

THE BEST TERMS NO INTEREST 
20% Deposit 

Balance 12 months 
18—24 Months 

Terms Available 

FREE SERVICING—FREE DELIVERY—FREE TAPE OFFERS—150 MACHINES ON DISPLAY—OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT WILL 
DEAL WITH YOUR ENQUIRY BY RETURN. WRITE—PHONE—CALL FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR MACHINE. A LARGE SELECTION 

TELEPHONE: BALHAM 7710 

LTD. 266 UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON. S.W.I7 
100 yards from Tooting Broadway underground station: Opposite Tooting Market 

OF USED TAPE RECORDERS. 

EARLSFI ELD 
REW 

Capture all the charm J 

*4 
*4 * 

4 
a 

and 

with a !Cjrampianj DP4 

If you want better results from your recording equipment, 
this reliable, sensitive microphone is for you. It will give 

improved performance out of all proportion to its modest price. 
With a uniform frequency range of 50 c/s-15,000 c/s, the 

Grampian DP4 satisfies the most exacting recordist. 
Ideal too for broadcasting, public address, call systems, etc. 

DP4/L (low impedance) microphone complete with connector 
18 ft. screened lead —£7.11.0 Medium and high Impedance models-£3.II.O. 

A complete range of stands, swivel holders and other accessories Is available. 

A must for the outdoor recordist... 
the Grampian DP4 Parabolic Reflector 

The reflector is designed to concentrate sound from a distant source to a focal 
point- the Microphone head. Thus ensuring maximum amplification and realism with a minimum of interference from unwanted side noises. Price £5.15.0. 
Write or telephone tor illustrated literature. 

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LIMITED 
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex. FELtham 2657 
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READERS' LETTERS—(continued) 
recordings I will be very pleased to tape them for them if they 
care to send along (per surface mail) a 3i in. tape and return 
them the reel in the same way. 

I would always appreciate music and talks from foreign parts 
but I detest the American " canned " noises, trumpet blares, " pop " 
singers (?) and Jazz and do not record these. I prefer orchestral 
and piano music by the masters and do not care for organ or 
chamber music. 

I have compiled a 1200 ft. reel of native music and legends 
and will use parts of this for recording on any tapes sent to 
me for this purpose. 

It may surprise readers to learn that we have only one T.V. 
station in the whole of N.Z. although more are promised shortly. 
The fact that we are some 50 years behind the limes has, of 
course, the advantage in that our equipment is the very latest 
type (the same would apply if we waited another 50 years!). 
T.V. is, of course, only for the city people and I am afraid 
that it will be very many years before the outlying areas will 
be able to receive it. 

I heartily agree with one of your correspondents concerning the 
length of pre-recorded tapes. I bought two reels (7 in) of " The 
Merry Widow " in German which is splendid but the reels were 
only partly filled and I feel that the suppliers of these tapes 
should be forced to state the respective lengths of tapes. 

I am always interested in the articles by Mr. Tulchings and 
others but the correspondence columns interest me much more 
as they give the other fellow's views and experiences which 
often prove most useful and interesting to us here, altogether a 
fine magazine and you are to be congratulated on its context. 

With kind regard to you and all tape users (we have no Tape 
Clubs in N.Z.). Yours very truly, 

• • • 
. . . for sheep sounds 

From:—R. G. Lcdieu (IAC) a/c Atlantis (Brazil) Ltd., Caixa 
Postal 7137, Sao Paulo, Brazil. 

Dear Sir:—I wonder if any of your readers would be prepared 
to help me by recording for me a short length of tape, at 7.5 i/s, 
of sheep being herded, including if possible some fairly young 
lambs, and then a similar length of a similar number of sheep 
at rest—in a field or pens at a market. 

I need these effects for dubbing on to an 8 mm film I have 
made and neither length need be more than about thirty seconds 
in duration, as I should use them in the form of a loop. The 
recordings should not contain human voices as far as possible, 
or at least it should not be recognisable that they are speaking 
English. The film is set in this country. 

I should be most grateful for any assistance. I should naturally 
be prepared to meet any expenses or, if wished, to reciprocate 
by making recordings of something from this end. 

Yours faithfully. 
• • • 

. .0. about " splice-free " tapes 
From:—H. A. Hart, Station Chambers, Sunningdalc, Berks. 

Dear Sir:—Mr. A. J. Merrill's complaint of "an audible lapse 
in sound " is far more likely to be due to a splice in the tape. 
I have found a splice in the tape of four well-known brands of 
tape, and on taking the matter up with one manufacturer was 
told in so many words that if the tape was good enough for the 
German radio, it was good enough for me—splice or no splice. 

I think it is time that all well-known brands of tape were 
guaranteed splice free, as there is nothing more annoying than 
to hear this lapse of sound in any recording. I usually cut the 
splice out, joini stop foil and leader tape to the larger portion 
left, and place on to a smaller spool. Yours faithfully. 

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE 
78s & LPs from your own tapes 

Master Discs and pressings 
Recording Studio equipped with Bechstein Grand 
Mobile Recording Van — " Off the Air " Service 

Practising studios with or without accompanist 
21 Bishops Close Church Lane, E.I7 COP 3889 

YOUR TAPE DEALER 

Specialists in Hi-Fi Equipment and Tape Recorders 

CHELSEA RECORD CENTRE 
203 KINGS ROAD, S.W.3 FLA 2596 

Open till 8 p.m. (except Thursdays) 

Disc and Tape Reproducing Equipment and Tape Recorders 
by Leading Manufacturers 

C U ST O M BUILT INSTALLATIONS 
All High Fidelity Requirements and Services Available 

Estimates Free Personal Service 
Custom High Fidelity 

371 Green Lanes, Palmers Green, London, N.I3 Tel. PALmers Green 522A 

LONDON AREA, W.l 
• Stockists of leading makes of Tape Recorders 
• Comparative demonstrations at any time 

H. C. HARRIDGE 
8 MOOR STREET W.l Telephone: GERrard 7108 

Laskys 

radio 

ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK 
Cash or Easy Terms 

LONDON'S FINEST SERVICE 
207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2 

PAD 3271/2 
42 TOnENHAM COURT ROAD. W.l MUS 2605 

LEONARD C. FRANCIS PRESENTS . . . 

SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS AND ACCESSORIES, ETC., 
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—SALES AND SERVICE 

8 STATION PARADE, Showrooms Open unt//7 p.m. 
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN, PROSPECT 0985 
LONDON, S.W.I4 (Next to Mortlake Station S.R.) 

H.D.KIRft 

Specialists in High Fidelity 
ISO HIGHER BRIDGE STREET 

Phone: 23093 
.BOLTON 

BIRMINGHAM 
TAPE RECORDERS on "NO-INTEREST" Terms! 
NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR EXTENDED CREDIT. You pay the Retail Price only. 
Grundlg, British Ferrograph, Philips, Vortexion, Telefunken, etc. Comparative 
dally demonstrations of all Leading Makes of Stereo Hi-FI Equipment and Recorders 

IEWKES & CO. LTD. 
The Midlands Hi-Fi and Tape Recorder Specialists 

285 BROAD STREET, BIRMINGHAM I. MID 4829/20 

R.E.S. (COVENTRY) LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY 

and all makes of Tape Recorders 
All leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment stocked and demon- 
strated under ideal conditions. The Best Selection—Terms and 
After Sales Service in the MIDLANDS. 
R.E.S. (Coventry) Ltd. 128 Far Gosford St. Coventry 28781/2 
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YOUR TAPE DEALER 

CROYDON, SURREY 
Stockists of Grundig and all makes of tape recorders, tapes and 
accessories. Specialists in tape synchronised with cine projectors 

CROYDON CINE EXCHANGE LTD. 
48 SOUTH END, CROYDON 

Telephone: Croydon 0236 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS 
Hi-Fi Stereo Tape Recorders 

Specialised Loudspeaker enclosures and 
Equipment Cabinets Designed to order 

Write or ask for Mr. Pendreich 
54 ELM ROW, EDINBURGH, 7. Tel.: WAV 6338 

FARNHAM, SURREY 
Stockists of all the leading makes of High-Fidelity Equipment 

+ Comparative Demonstrations 
•jlf Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers 

Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed 
LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD, The Record Shop 

26/7 Downing Street, Farnham, Surrey. Telephone: Farnham 5534 
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

Tape Recorder Centre (Halifax) 
Yorkshire's Leading Tape Recorder Specialists 

Comparative Demonstrations Daily # Official Telefunken Service Agents 
Hi-Fi Stockists 

SOUND INSTALLATIONS 
17 Rawson Street, Halifax Phone: Halifax 66832 

LEEDS 

VALLANCES 

HEADROW HOUSE & 
144 BRIGGATE LEEDS, I. 

Branches at Otley, Harrogate, 
Mansfield, and Scunthorpe 

A WIDE SELECTION OF THE FINEST 
RECORDERS AND ACCESSORIES 

LEICESTER 
ALL YOUR HI Fl REQUIREMENTS 

H.M.V, QUAD LEAK ROGERS 
Speakers by: TANNOY MORDAUNT LOWTHER W.B, 

WHARFEDALE GOODMANS. 
Tape: FERROGRAPH REFLECTOGRAPH GRUNDIG 

SIMON BRENELL. Record Dcpartwenl: ALL LABELS-PARAS TAT SERVICE. 
T«l: 20431 LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, High Street, Leicester. 

LIVERPOOL8 

TAPE SPECIALISTS. 

I COGHLAN & ROBINSON LTD. 

Main area stockists of 
FERROGRAPH • GRUNDIG 

REFLECTOGRAPH ETC. 
Free H.P. up to 12 months 

Special repair serviccavailablc 
18 HACKINS HEY 

(Off Dale Street) 
Telephone: Central 5245 

MANCHESTER The Tape Specialists 

FERROGRAPH • BRENELL 
PHILIPS • TELEFUNKEN 

and all other good makes 
8 DEANSGATE • MANCHESTER 

Next to Crosvenor Hotel 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

Advertisements for this section must be prc-paid, and 
accompanied by a postal order, money order, or cheque. 
They must be clearly written or typed, and must be in the form 
of a separate sheet of paper if included with a letter dealing 
with other subjects. 

The rate is 6d. per word, with a minimum charge of 7s. 6d. 
Box Numbers may be used for an extra charge of Is. 6d. The 
trade rate is 9d. per word, plus 2s. for a box number, conditions 
on application. Send replies to Box Numbers c/o "The Tape 
Recorder", 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.I. 

All advertisements for the June issue must arrive not later than 
May 7(h. 

Situations Vacant 
Kodak Limited have a vacancy for a (ape recording enthusiast 

who would assist in the preparation of tape lectures. A know- 
ledge of tape recording theory is desirable and practical 
experience essential. Please apply, giving personal particulars, to 
the Personnel Manager, Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2. 

For Sale 
Easysplicc tape splicer patented and guarantee. Make tape splicing 

easy and accurate, 5/- p & p 6d. Agents wanted, good discounts to 
clubs. Easy-splice, 30, Lawrence Road, Ealing. 

"Eroiea" Recording Services (Established 1949) Tape recorders for 
all purposes; Ferrograph, Tricorder. Magnctte (battery, used for pro- 
fessional film work) etc., from stock; special recorders for research. 
Studio (Steinway Pianos), Discs from tape; (Music editing) Speakers, 
microphones, everything for recording and playback, backed by long 
professional experience. Open Sals. 5 mins. from Motorway M.62. 
" Eroica" Studios, Peel Street, Eccles, Manchester. ECCIes 1624. 
Director: Thurlow Smith, A.R.M.C.M. 

Emilape for sale, new, unused. "99" L.P. 1,800 ft. 37/6 per reel, 
double play £3. The Gramophone Shop, 901, Dumbarton Road, 
Glasgow, W.l. 

Clarion Transistor portable, contained in twinset amplifier new, 
perfect £18. Wood, 90, Grcstono Avenue, Birmingham, 20. 

Grundig TK3S recorder and accessories. Little used £50. P. Meadway, 
Peregrines, Toddinglon Lane. Liltlehamplon, Sussex. 

Competition original 3{ i.p.s. monaural tapes, up to 5i in. spool. Fee, 
2/6. Cash Prizes. Tape Orders, 125, Granville Road, N.22. 

Ferrograph slerad unit. Couples to models 3S and 4S, Boxed and 
almost unused. Accept £20. Provides outstanding stereo. Demon- 
strated. Marplc 2616. " Broadhatch " Andrew Lane, High Lane, Stock- 
port, Cheshire. 

The Tape Recorder Volume I. All numbers except No. 2. Volume 
2 all numbers except No. 2. perfect. Requirements and offers, Box 
No. 270. 

Grundig Cub brand new boxed guaranteed, £18. Grundig TK35 brand 
new boxed guaranteed, £55. Grundig TK60 stereo brand new boxed 
guaranteed, £90 also Grundig Stenoretles, Memoreltcs and Stenor- 
mactics all cheap. Fairways, 278 Boldmcrc Road, Sullon Coldficld, 
Warwicks. 

PAIMERS 

MIDDLESBROUGH 

DARLINGTON 
JASON . LEAK . ROGERS . PAMPHONIC . W.B. 
WHARFEDALE . R.C.A. . GOODMANS . GRUNDIG 

Call or send for lists:— 
3 East Street, Darlington or 106 Newport Road, Middlesbrough 

WESTWOOD'S of 

46 GEORGE STREET 
PHONE: 47783 OXFORD 
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THE MAGNAFON ZODIAC 

A NEW LOOK TAPE RECORDER 

FOR THE FAMILY 

For Father — Electronic Equipment at its Best 

For Mother — Tape Recorder that Blends with the Furniture 
and so simple to operate that the children can be left in safety 
without harm or damage occurring. 

The Zodiac is Designed for the Family who want 
a Reliable Tape Recorder Incorporating all the 

Latest Equipment 

MIXING • TRICK CONTROL • LARGE SPEAKER • PAUSE 
CONTROL • 3 SPEEDS • TONE AND BASS CONTROLS 
MONITOR FACILITIES # 7' SPOOLS • HI-FI OUTPUT SOCKET 

COMPLETE 39 gns. or 4 TRACK 45 gns. (legs 2 gns. optional) 

GO TO YOUR NEAREST DEALER NOW AND SEE THE ZODIAC 

MANUFACTURERS—MAGNAFON COMPANY OF LONDON 
DISTRIBUTORS—R. MARKING & CO. LTD., 197 STREATHAM ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY Tel: MITCHAM 4044/S 

WF 

• TAPE RECORDERS AT 169/171 
Korclng MT 157 4 Tr., 

2 ipaad, full stereo with 
monitor head and amp. 85 gns. 

•Brenell Mk. V   64 gns. 
Brenell 3 Star 2 or 4 Tr. ... 58 gns. Brenell 3 Star Stereo ... 89 gns. 
Cossor 4 Tr. ... ... 37 gns. 
Cossor 4 Tr.   59 gns. 
Elizabethan FT.I 4 Tr. ... 39 gns. 
Elizabethan FT.2 4 Tr. ... 55 gns. 
Elizabethan 'Popular* ... 19) gns. 
'Elizabethan Major ... 65 gns. 
'Ferrograph 4AN ... ... 81 gns. 
•Ferrograph 4AN/S ... 88 gns. 
'Ferrograph 808 ... ... 105 gns. 
Ferrograph Stereo-Ad ... 30 gns. 
Fidelity Argyll   29 gns. 
Fidelity Minor   22 gns. 
Grundlg TK20 ... ... 42 gns. 
Grundig TK24 ... ... 55 gns. 
'Grundig TK30   65 gns. 
•Grundlg TK35   75 gns. 
•Grundlg TK60 Stereo ... 128 gns. 
•Hartlng HM8 Stereo ... 86 gns. 
H.M.V £50 
Magnafon   39 gns. 
Marconiphone No. I ... 39 gns. 
Marconiphone No. 2 ... 42 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. 3541   34 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. 3542   59 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. Stereo 3536 ... 92 gns. 
•Reflectograph 'A* i Tr.... 105 gns. 
•Reflectograph *B* J Tr.... 115 gns. 
Reflectograph Playback 

Dock 'D'   55 gns. 
Robuk   36 gns. Saba 4 Tr. Stereo  65 gns. 
•Saba  79 gns. 

•Simon SP4  .. 95 gns. 
Spectone 161 .. 49 gns. 
Stellaphon 4 Tr. .. 37 gns. Stellaphon 4 Tr. ... .. 59 gns. 
Stuzzl 4 Tr  .. 27 gns. Stuzzi Tri-Corder ... .. 63 gns. 
•Telefunken 85KL ... .. 79 gns. 
Telefunken 76 4 Tr. .. 60 gns. 
Uher Universal .. 79 gns. 
•Uher 4 Tr. Stereo .. 103 gns. 
•Vortexion WVA ... .. £93.13.0 
•Vortexion WVB ... .. £110.3.0 
Wyndsor Victor .. 45 gns. 

BATTERY PORTABLES 
Butoba   .. 69 gns. Documentor  ... 43 gns. 
Grundig 'Cub* .. 26 gns. 
Clarion   .. 25 gns. 
Clarion Twin Set ... 8 gns. 
Minivox   .. 37 gns. 
Minivox 2 speed ... .. 41 gns. 
Fi-Cord 101  .. S3 gns. 
Stuzzi 'Magnette' ... .. 59 gns. 
Stcelman   .. 55 gns. 
Trav-Ler   .. 29 gns. 
Walter Metropolitan .. 55 gns. 

• Microphone extra 
Batteries for all transistor requirements 

WE SPECIALISE IN 
• Tape to disc service 
• Tape copy service 
• RECORDER HIRE 

SERVICE 

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR 

TAPE, DISC and RADIO 
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS 

+ Minimum Deposit 
-A: No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months 
it Free Service during Guarantee Period 

Prices subject to alteration as announced by 
manufacturers. 
• MICROPHONES AND 

MIXERS 
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic £8.11.0 
Lustraphone VR/65.NS 

Stereo Ribbon  £15.15.0 
Lustraphone LD/66 ... £4. 2.6 
Lustraphone VR/64 Ribbon   £7.17.6 
Lustraphone LFV/59 

Dynamic ... ... ... £8.18.6 
Simon 'Cadenza' 

Ribbon  £10.10.0 
Simon Cadenza Crystal ... £3.13.6 
Reslo Ribbon or Dynamic ... £8.15.0 
AKG Stereo 

Dynamic D.88  £19.19.0 
TSL 3 Channel Mixer ... £2. 2.0 Grundig Mixer  £16.16.0 
Also in stock: ACOS. FILM INDUSTRIES, TSL, 
G.B.C. MICROPHONES. STANDS. 

• TAPES & ACCESSORIES 
Standard. Double Play and Long Play in 
all sizes by all leading makers. 
^ Pre'Recorded Tapes by Columbia, 

Si-Tope, etc. 
Bib and Romagna splicers. Matching 
transformers. Plugs, sockets, etc., etc. 

Rogers 
Armstrong 
Elpico etc. 
Rogers 
Armstrong 

In stock at our HI-FI Dept. at 
181, Streatham High Road 

ASTEREO AND MONO 
AMPLIFIERS by 
Quad Pye 
Leak Dulci 
Jason H.M.V. 
•TUNERS by 
Quad H.M.V. Leak Pye 
Jason Dulcl 
8LOUDSPEAKERS by 

uad G.E.C. 
W.B. Wharfedale 
Goodmans Kelly (ribbon) 
Audlostatic Mordaunt 
• MOTORS, PICKUPS, by 
Garrard Tannoy 
Lenco Shure 
Connoisseur Decca (ffss) Philips Ronette 

Goldrlng Ortofon S ME 
All types of Diamond and sapphire 
styli, stereo and mono. Microlifts, 
Garrard SPG3. Acos Dust Bug. 
CABINETS 
Record Housing 
Leak 'Southdown' 
W.B. Enclosures 

Please note our only addresses at below 

169-171 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6 
STReatham 0466/0/92 

*. 181 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD. S.W.I6 

Between St. Leonard's Church 
and Streatham Station 

HI l-FI Pep 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS For Sale (cominu.d. 
E.M.I, portable lapc recorder, model L2 as used by B.B.C. tor field 

work, Bailcry operaied, perfect condition, accessories. Offers? Write 
or visit Schafcr, 10, Alwyne Place. London, N.l. 

A binder will keep your copies of The Tape Recorder clean and 
ready for easy reference, price 15s. posted from 99 Mortimer Street, 
London. W.l. 

Pre-Recorded Tapes. Unique 40 page catalogue listing all makes, 
mono stereo, 7i and 3J i.p.s. Send 2s. 6d., refundable on first tape 
record purchased. Dept. TR4, Teletape Ltd., 33, Edgware Road, 
London, W.2. 

Tape/Disc/Tape transfer, editing, duplicating. If quality and durability 
matter (especially with LP's from your precious tapes) consult Britain's 
oldest transfer service. (LP's from 16s.). Limited quantity 1,800 ft, 
American branded LP tapes 35s. Sound News, 10, Clifford Street, 
London, W.l. 

Use up those odd lengths of tape, splice them together professionally 
after reading " How In Splice Tape " price 2s. 6d. posted from The 
Tape Recorder, 99, Mortimer Street, London, W.I. 

Find that review you want—get a copy of the index to volume one 
Tape Recorder. Price 2s. posted. 

Recording Tape. Save up to 30%. Send for list. Also 50 secondhand 
Recorders in stock. E. C. Kingsley & Co., 132, Tottenham Court 
Road. London, W.l. EUS 6500. 

American recording (ape. New, individually boxed acetate long play 
tape; 1.800 ft. on 7 in. reels 27/-, 4 reels 100/-. 900 ft. on 5 in. reels 
16/-. 4 reels 60/-. Post free. J. L. Darvcll, 31 Hamilton Crescent, 
London. N.I3. 

Grundig TK 28 brand new 4 track 2 speed, stereo tape replay, £55. 
Windsor 582. 

Collaro Studio decks fitted Bradmatic Heads £11 I5s. Acos mic. 
45 28/-. Integrated Hi-Fi stereo amolificr normally £29 snip at £18 10s. 
Andrews, 27, Great North Way, Hendon, N.W.4. SUNnyhill 1946. 

Recording Tape. Super quality American Magnetic Tape, attractively 
boxed 5 in. 900 ft. 17/6. 5J in. 1,200 ft. 22s.. 7 in. 1,200 ft. 23/6., 7 in. 
1,800 ft. 32/6. post paid McEvoy & Clark, 252 Stanley Road, Liverpool, 

E.M.I. Disc culling equipment. £55 or terms. Simmon, 35 Northgatc, 
Halifax. Buyer collects. 

Recording tape, best quality PVC 30 per cent, below list price. Suit 
every speed and all 2 and 4 track recorders. 5 in. 900 ft. at 19s. 6d.; 
5} in. 900 ft. at 19s. 6d.: 5} in. 1,800 ft. at 37s. 6d.: 7 in. 1.200 ft. at 25s.; 
7 in. 1,800 ft. at 37s. 6d. P & P Is. All guaranteed perfect. Fenham 
Radio, 80a. Sandyford Road, Newcastle I. 

Wanted 
TK20 or similar good Grundig wanted. F. Riddle, 113, Church 

Road. Northolt, Middx. Viking 4734. 
The Tape Recorder Vol. 2. Nos. I, 2, 4, also Practical Wireless, June 

1959 to March I960 inclusive, wanted. Hughes. 15, Churlon Street, 
London. S.W.I. 

Miscellaneous 
Tape Recorder need repairing? Let London's largest tape recorder 

specialists do it for you. expertly and economically. Essex Tape 
Recorder Centres, 2, Maryland Station, Stratford, E.15. MAR 5879. 

All makes of tape recorders repaired or modified. Minifiux heads 
supplied. Audio installations built to your specification by John C. 
Latham, Deimos Ltd., 8 Corwell Lane. Hillingdon, Middx. 

Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi repairs. Official Walter Service Centre, Swift 
Telcservicc, Quarry Bank Mill. Slyal, Ches. Tel.: Wilmslow 6213. 

Tape to Disc 
Tape to Disc—Comprehensive 78-45-331 service available from 

Rendezvous Records, 19. Blackfriars Street, Manchester 3. 
Tapes? Transfer? Consult Sound News for better rates. See above. 
Tape to Disc service, editing, and dubbing, all speeds. Studio 

available for musical groups. Outside recordings our speciality. Ilford 
Sound Recording Service. 63, Aintrcc Crescent, Barkingside, Ilford, 
Essex. Telephone: CRE 8947. 

Tape to Tape or Disc Microgroove Master Discs and Pressings 
from 12s. Stamped addressed envelope for details to OMEGA Record- 
ing Co., 112, Sunny Bank Road, Potters Bar, Middx. POB 6428. 

YOVtl TAPE DEALER 

PETERBOROUGH, NORTHANTS Tel: SS4S 

GAMPKINS RECORD SHOP 
RECORD TAPE AND HI-PI EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 

address 15 LONG CAUSEWAY ST^ 
(IN CITY CENTRE) 

HAMILTON ELECTROiXlCS 

35 LONDON ROAD 

SOUTHAMPTON 

HIGH FIDELITY 
TAPE RECORDERS 

TEL. 28622 

SOUTHAMPTON—SALISBURY 
■fa All the best makes of Tape Recorders 
★ Hi-Fi Systems and Records 
if Expert knowledge and advice 

The West of England High Fidelity Specialists 
J p SIITTON ^7' SHIRLEY ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON J. r. JKJ IN I5.|8 QUEEN STREET, SALISBURY 

WORTHING, SUSSEX 
We stock Hi-Fi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell, 
RCA, Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tannoy, Wharfedale and 
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations 

BOWER & WILKINS LTD. 
I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road Worthing 5142 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX 

Allejro Sound Equipment Ltd.... 
Bi-Tapes Ltd  
Chelsea Record Centre Ltd. 
Chltnis Electronics Ltd  
Colton & Co. (Lapidaries) Ltd.... 
Cosmocord Ltd. ... 
Dickinsons of Pall Mall ... Educational Recordings Ltd. 
Essex Tape Recorder Centre Ltd. 
E.M.I. Electronics Ltd. ... 
E.M.I. Sales and Service Ltd. 
Elstone Electronics Ltd.... 
Fi-Cord Ltd  
Francis of Streatham   
Garrard Engineering & Manufactur. 
Gevaert Ltd  
Grampian Reproducers Ltd. 
Grundig (G.B.) Ltd. 
Harrldge H. C  
Heathkit  
HI-FI For Beginners   
Hi-Fi Year Book  
Howard Photographic   K.G.M. Electronics Ltd  
K.L.P  
Lustraphone Ltd  
M.S.S. Recording Co. Ltd. 
Magnegraph R. Marking & Co. Ltd. ... 
Metro-Sound Manufacturing Co. Ltd 
Multicore Solders Ltd. ... Nusound Recording Co. 
R.E.W. Earlsfield Ltd  
Rapid Recording Service 
Saga Sound 
Recorder Co. 
Reps Tape Recorders Ltd. 
Scotch Brand Tape 
Sonic 
Stern Radio Ltd  
Tape Recorder Centre  
Valradlo Ltd  
Wilmex (Distributors) Ltd. Wyndsor Recording Co. 
Zonaffilm (Magnetic Coatings) Ltd 
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FOR BEGINNERS 

u u 

by John Borwick 

ORDER YOUR 

COPY TODAY! 

★ 

PRICE 7/6 

{Plus 9d. postage) 

THIS IS THE FIRST TITLE IN THE LONG-AWAITED SERIES OF HI-FI ROOKS. 

AND WE RECOMMEND IT THOROUGHLY TO EVERY ENTHUSIAST. READERS 

WHOSE PARTICULAR INTERESTS LIE WITH TAPE WILL FIND THAT CHAPTER 7 

ALONE WILL MAKE THE BOOK WORTHWHILE. OTHER CHAPTERS DEAL WITH 

LOUDSPEAKERS ; AMPLIFIERS : PICKUPS : TURNTABLES : RADIO TUNERS : 

STEREO : INSTALLING HI-FI. A FINAL CHAPTER OF - QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS" 

WILL EXPLAIN MANY PROBLEMS. "HI-FI FOR BEGINNERS" IS THE IDEAL BOOK 

FOR EVERYONE WHO HAS JUST STARTED. OR IS ABOUT TO START THIS HOBBY. 

FREE STROBOSCOPE WITH EACH COPY. 

MILES HENSLOW PUBLICATIONS LTD. 99 mortimer sr., London, w.i 
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BBC choose Emitape 

The BBC Radiophonics Section, at 
Maida Vale, produces any kind of 
noise a sound or TV broadcast could 
over want; sounds to menace, 
soothe, exhilarate... everything 
from r.pace travel to Goonery. Their 
tools are natural sounds, frequency 
manipulation, and miles and miles 
of Emitape. 

Here the sound of the mijwiz, an 
Arabian double-reed pipe, is record- 
ed. Later, it will be treated elec- 

tronically in the Radiophonics 
Workshop to create unusual effects. 

The Radiophonics people make 
their effects from 'white noise'— 
every frequency from zero to 
infinity sounded simultaneously. 
Emitape records it unflinchingly, 
and it is finally edited to produce 
the desired result. Frequencies are 
flattened, sharpened, added, re- 
moved. Emitape thrives on it all to 
make effects as far removed from 
the galloping coconuts era as the 
Comet from Bleriot. 

-used by the BBC 9 times out of 10 

The BBC rely on Emitape for the 
great majority of their recordings. 
Standards must be high. One record- 
ing fault could mean dozens of com- 
plaints. 

EMITAPE DIVISION. EMI SALES & SERVICE LTD., HAYES, MIDDLESEX 
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